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INTRODUCTION
I applied for my Churchill Fellowship
in 2018 having very limited knowledge
of Winston Churchill Memorial Trust,
let alone what a Fellowship entailed.
It is a very humbling and significant
privilege to be given the opportunity
to travel, explore and experience your
passions. I am forever grateful for the
opportunity that the Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust has afforded me.
My Fellowship demonstrates that
our communities are made up of
a diversity of people, with varying
backgrounds, abilities, experiences
and understandings.

N O M AT TE R THE S E
D IFFE R E NCE S ,
H OWE V E R , WE A LL
H AV E A PL ACE ON
OUTDOOR TR A IL S .
The opportunities should, and in many
respects do exist for us all to engage
in shared activities, community,
understanding, responsibility, respect,
ownership, knowledge, skills and
experiences.
In my report, it is my hope that I have
been able to capture and share the
stories of my experiences. Without a
doubt, it is the people I met and the
opportunities to learn together that
had the most profound impact on me.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

It is these relationships that I am not
only forever grateful for, but intend to
maintain as I see them of the greatest
value to both myself and the broader
outdoor community.
I still consider myself a learner when it
comes to experiencing outdoor trails
and I am by no means an expert on
the opportunities. I hope that this
report can be a reflection of solutions
to a range of uncovered opportunities
or existing challenges, which forms
part of a bigger (and ongoing)
conversation.
Like trails themselves, this Fellowship
Adventure is an ongoing journey,
where I am gaining as much from the
process as I have from the outcomes.
A phenomenal amount of thanks
must go to the Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust and to everyone
who supported the Terry Lavender
Churchill Fellowship for allowing
me this incredible opportunity to
contribute to outdoor trails. I will
always be grateful for your support,
investment and belief in me.
I hope you enjoy reading about my
overseas adventures.
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FELLOWSHIP SUMMARY

KEY WORDS

N A ME
LO C ATION
POS ITION
ORGA NI SATION
PH ON E
E M A IL

1. Trails
2. Shared Trails
3. Outdoors
4. Multi-Use Trails
5. Adventure
6. Mountain Biking

Ben Trewren
Adelaide, South Australia
Experiential Learning Manager
Youth Inc. - www.youthinc.org.au
+61 410 058 299
b.l.trewren@icloud.com

7. Bushwalking
8. Horse Riding
9. Trail Building
10. Experiential Learning
11. Nature Tourism
12. Community

PROJEC T DE SCR IP TIO N

GLOS SA RY

2018 Terry Lavender Churchill Fellowship to explore opportunities for trail
destinations to attract and grow world class 'shared-use' interests - New
Zealand, USA, Canada, UK & Switzerland.

FE LLOWS H IP
A DV E NTU R E

Describes my Terry Lavender Churchill Fellowship
journey. Inclusive of when I first found out that I was a
recipient to the conclusion of submitting this report.

OUTDOO R
TR A IL S

Refers to all trails whether a track, path, or road that
are found outdoors. They can be constructed of either
bitumen, dirt, rubble, natural soils or otherwise. The
term also is inclusive of the environment and space that
both surrounds and incorporates the trail (such as the
National Park in which it is in).

S H A R E D TR A IL S

Can also be referred to as Multi-Use Trails. Shared Trails
are trails designed, allocated to and utilised by more
than one user group. In this context, user groups are
non-motorised and may include but are not limited to
walkers, bushwalkers, mountain bikers, cyclists, horse
riders, or trail runners.

OUTDOO R
S PACE S

Outdoor Spaces can refer to any landscape which can be
utilised for trail based recreation, conservation or other
purposes. Outdoor spaces are typically public land, but
can also be legally accessibly private land.

US E R G ROU PS

User Groups can and/or may include those who can
access and utilise trails. They may include bushwalkers,
mountain bikers, horses riders, trail runners and others.

PL ACE S V I S ITE D
N EW Z E A L A N D

Wellington, Taupo, Rotorua, Auckland

C A N A DA

Vancouver, North Vancouver, Whistler, Calgary, Banff
National Park

U N ITE D S TATE S
OF AMERICA

San Francisco, Lake Tahoe, Yosemite National Park,
Zion National Park, Grand Canyon National Park, Las
Vegas, Denver, Boulder, New York, Niagara State Park,
Washington DC

ENGL AND

London, Manchester, Lakes District National Park

WA LE S

Brecon Beacons National Park

SCOTL A N D

Edinburgh, Glasgow

SWIT Z E R L A N D

Zurich, Lenzerheide, UCI Mountain Bike World Cup

SO CIA L
ME D IA

/BENTREWREN

@BENTREWREN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
K E Y LE A R NIN G S

Ben Trewren – Churchill Fellow 2018

‘TO EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR TR AIL
DESTINATIONS TO AT TR AC T AND GROW
WORLD CL ASS ‘ SHARED -USE’ INTERESTS .’

My Churchill Adventure has reinforced in me the communal value of the
outdoors and reminded me of the endless possibilities there are to improve our
communities through outdoor trails. Furthermore, I have a greater appreciation
for the value that outdoor trails can have to create opportunities for inclusion,
diversity and accessibility in our communities.
We’re living in a dynamic and demanding world. The importance of the
outdoors and the experiential opportunities to learn, grow and develop through
shared adventures are as critical as ever.

PROJEC T PUR POS E
Many understand a shared trail as infrastructure that equally and respectfully
supports multiple recreation and transportation opportunities.
I consider the word ‘share’ an interesting one, defined by our ability to
collectively use a resource or space. An action to consider everyone’s interests
and respond in a manner that allows us all to thrive.

Outdoor trails are of interest to everyone. Represented by a diverse cross-section
of our broad and diverse community, the attraction is gathered from our sense
of adventure and inquisition into the benefits for our physical, mental, social
and emotional health.

Maximising the value of shared-use trails is outdoor recreation’s greatest
challenge - how do we get multiple users to share trails, activate the spaces the
trails surrounding and engage those users in a meaningful and enjoyable way.

We’re part of a world where how we interact today, matters as much as the
decisions we’re making for tomorrow. It’s our shared responsibility to protect
and conserve our natural outdoor spaces, to utilise trails to connect with
cultural and historical understanding and to embrace community in facilitating
interactive opportunities through recreation, tourism and enterprise.

Shared-use is much more than just a practical use. It’s about sharing in
community, responsibility, history, mutual respect, ownership, knowledge, skills
and most importantly, experience.

CO M MUNIT Y E N GAG E M E NT

The outdoors matters because it brings people together, in community. A place
for people to belong, a space for people to feel equal. The outdoors allows us all
a chance to undertake our own experiences that can challenge, grow, inspire
and connect us.

The outdoors brings people together, and it’s well known that experiences are
often better when shared. It is my hope that sharing my experiences will appeal
to all trail users – especially those with an interest in walking, bushwalking,
mountain biking, cycling, horse riding, and/or trail running.
Shared understanding allows us a collective of outdoor trail users, to respect,
relate with, collaborate on and influence decision-makers, Government
departments, peak representative bodies, landowners, clubs, community
groups and local businesses.

8
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HIGHLIGHT S
The strength of outdoor experiences comes from the relationships we share.
The main highlight of my Churchill Adventure was the pleasure of meeting with
key outdoor leaders from across 73 different organisations. The opportunity to
establish and build relationships was further enhanced by the numerous trailbased experiences at each destination I visited.
These highlights included but certainly weren’t limited to:
•H
 iking Makara Peak, to Rainbow Lake, through Yosemite Valley, up to
Angels Landing, through the Narrows in Zion, along the New York Highline,
the Bristol to Bath Shared Path, through Waterfall Country in Brecon
Beacons, up to Pen Y Fan.

The Tahoe Rim Trail was undoubtedly the best shared trail experience I had.
An unsealed single trail, consisting of day and multi-day options around the
popular Lake Tahoe that regularly facilitates the collective use of walkers, bike
riders and horse riders. The trail supports all users through good infrastructure
and management, but it’s the organic strength of the local community and
the diversity of users that sets a culture which not only promotes but takes
ownership in maintaining the trail.
Whistler, as a town and destination was easily my favourite place to visit.
The combination of a small-town vibe, friendly local culture, great food and
accommodation options, stunning natural landscape, resourced with a diversity
of local businesses, access to high quality equipment and of course world class
trails for all types of users made it a very fun experience.

•H
 iking parts of thru-hikes including the Te Araroa Trail, Pacific Crest Trail,
Appalachian Trail.
•M
 ountain Biking in the bike park and surround in Whistler, at Bikepark
Wales and throughout Lenzerheide.
•M
 ountain E-Biking (first time experience) in Whakarewarewa Forest.
•W
 hite Water Paddling the Tongariro River in NZ.
•H
 orse Riding (first time experience) along Bow River in Banff, Canada.
•S
 egway (first time experience) in Grizedale Forest.
•Z
 iplining from Blackcomb to Whistler Mountain.

With Paul Daniel Smith, Acting Director of the US National Park Service

WA S HIN G TO N DC , USA - J ULY 2 01 9
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RECOMME NDATION S
Solutions begin with individuals taking ownership and responsibility and then
seeking to gather and mobilise other like-minded people to help us collectively
overcome challenges together.
Below are three recommendations for us all to consider:

• Facilitate opportunities for diversity to be brought together in harmony –
irrespective of background, experience, ability, gender, age or otherwise.
• Consideration towards both practical (signage, trails) and cultural
(acceptance, shared) improvements.

Let’s increase the value of community in outdoor trails!
•R
 ecognising that developing, supporting and maintaining trail users and
groups is as important as the trail networks themselves.
•O
 ffer more places and spaces for people to connect, share, learn
and grow together.
•C
 reate multi-lateral opportunities to support one another – recreationally
(activities), economically (business/enterprise) and socially (relationships).
•R
 emind ourselves of the importance that if we value something, we should
invest in it – either with our money or our time.

Create more opportunities for inclusion, diversity & accessibility!
•T
 he outdoors should be a place for ALL people.
•A
 dapt and transition between generational differences, appreciating the
experiences of the past and accepting the new perspectives of the future.
•E
 xplore and undertake more offerings and opportunities to take
risks, develop new ideas, create memories – whether it be a program,
business, expedition.

Shape a future with shared and experiential approaches!
• Continue to explore opportunities to allow outdoor experiences to challenge
and then influence traditional forms of education and learning, not just for
young people, but all people.
• Engage people in all components of trails – recreation, enterprise, trail
building, conservation, cultural recognition and others as relevant to each
trails location.
• Consider how trails can play a role in overcoming broader communitybased challenges such as unemployment, health, rehabilitation and
climate change.
• Present pathways for experiential, hands-on, practical, real world learning.
Providing an equalised platform to allow diversity to share together.
Especially those who have been marginalised from exposure to outdoor
experiences.
• Our society’s challenges of unemployment, health, isolation can be
positively influenced and affected by outdoor experiences.
• Trails can be the starting point for exampling a more adventurous,
communal, sustainable and healthy world.

•R
 ecognition that everyone is on their own personal journey, especially
in the outdoors.

12
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ITINER ARY

NEW ZEAL AND

AMERICA

16 JUN

Wellington (Travel)

8 – 9 JUL

Yosemite National Park

17 – 19 JUN

Wellington

10 JUL

Yosemite to Zion (Travel)

20 – 21 JUN

Lake Taupo

11 – 12 JUL

Zion National Park

22 – 24 JUN

Rotorua

1 3 -14 J U L

Grand Canyon National Park

15 JUL

Las Vegas

16 JUL

Denver

17 – 18 JUL

Boulder

1 9 –2 2 J U L

New York

23 – 25 JUL

Washington DC

26 JUL

Washington DC (Travel)

C A N A DA

UNITED KINGDOM

EUROPE

27 – 29 JUL

London

7 AU G

Zurich

30 JUL

Bristol

8 AU G

Lenzerheide

3 1 J U L – 1 AU G

Brecon Beacon, Wales

9 – 1 1 AU G

Lenzerheide

2 AU G

Manchester

1 2 AU G

Zurich

1 3 AU G

Travel (Singapore)

25 JUN

Vancouver (Travel)

26 – 27 JUN

Vancouver

28 JUN – 1 JUL

Whistler

2 JUL

Vancouver

3 – 4 AU G

Lakes District

3 – 4 JUL

Banff

5 AU G

Edinburgh, Scotland

5 JUL

Calgary

6 AU G

Glasgow, Scotland

6 – 7 JUL

Lake Tahoe

AU S TR A LI A
14 AU G

Adelaide

THE CHURCHILL
FELLOWSHIP ADVENTURE
There is significant value in experientially learning from others.
My Churchill Fellowship ‘Adventure’ as I like to remember it, was
an experience inclusive of much more than reading texts, sharing
phone calls, listening to podcasts or responding to emails.
IT WA S A O NCE IN A LIFE TIME O PPO R TU NIT Y TO
IM M E R S E M YS E LF IN A D I V E R S IT Y O F H A NDS - O N , IN
PE R SON , FACE TO FACE A ND PR AC TI C A L E XPE R IE NCE S .
In a strange way, this report has been the biggest challenge I’ve
faced across the entire adventure. I’ve never considered writing to
be a real strength of mine, and the Fellowship unconsciously puts
a lot of pressure on you to deliver on all the generosity, support,
backing and investment that many have made in me. In saying
all this, however I absolutely appreciate that just having a crack at
writing about my experience and reflecting on an epic eight weeks
has certainly helped me unpack my thoughts.
When I found out I was successful in being awarded the Terry
Lavender Churchill Fellowship, I was incredibly humbled and
unbelievably shocked. I remember being at breakfast with work
colleagues, mentioning that ‘today was the day’ that I would likely
find out. The whole process until that point I had viewed as a
learning opportunity and to be honest, never gave myself a chance.
I knew I was super passionate about the opportunities the outdoors
affords and have undertaken a fair bit of involvement in outdoorbased activities. I just didn’t think I had the age, experience or
professional knowledge to make the cut. I certainly wasn’t expecting
to see an email in the inbox upon returning to my laptop at 9 am.

16
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Terry Lavender is a hero of mine – a man who embraced everything
the outdoors offers a person and made the absolute most of life. His
achievements in trail building and outdoor governance speak for
themselves, but it’s his character that means the most to me. Terry
taught me that trails is first and foremost always about respecting,
embracing, listening to and engaging people. Without people and
the relationships he shared with them, trails simply wouldn’t exist.
I still struggle to explain how much being awarded this Fellowship
in his name means to me personally. Having the chance to meet on
numerous occasions with his wife, Ann and then share about my
admiration for him with people from across the world was a real
pleasure.
My attitude receiving that email was to make the most of this
chance by responding to the shared-trail challenges I had outlaid in
my application and responding by looking for solutions. As I hope
you’ll read in the pages that follow, I certainly don’t just talk about
how good we are here at home (but do recognise that we do a lot
of things really well). Rather, I’m looking for opportunities to grow,
change, develop, take a risk or better still, turn something upside
down.
When I was awarded the Fellowship, many parts of my life felt
like they were in limbo. On a personal front, my wife and I had
just bought our first home and moved into a new community in
the Adelaide Hills. On top of this, my professional pathway wasn’t
heading in the direction I had hoped. Years of working hard, building
my experience and developing contacts but it had come
to a standstill.

Churchill Fellowship Repor t | B en Trewren
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I was lucky to be offered an opportunity with a new holistic
learning model for young people who had found themselves
feeling vulnerable in the world. The school, called Youth Inc.
was where I was at the time of being awarded the Fellowship.
I H AV E CO M E TO A PPR ECI ATE HOW THE FE LLOWS HIP
H A S G I V E N M E CO NF ID E NCE A ND K NOWLE DG E
WH I CH H A S A LLOWE D M E TO G ROW INTO THI S
N EW OPPO R TUNIT Y.
For the past 24 months, I have been working (or as I now like to think
as ‘living’) as the Experiential Learning Manager at Youth Inc. here in
Adelaide. This role has pushed me well beyond my comfort zones,
but at the same time has enabled me to embrace my strengths
and passion for reinforcing the value of connectivity to young
people, building communities of purpose-driven people, through
experiential outdoor adventures.
I’m so lucky to be lead and supported by a team of colleagues who
have not just embraced me for these strengths and passions, but
also actively encourage me to continue pursuing them, as they did
when they afforded me the chance to take eight weeks leave.

M Y FE LLOWS HIP B R IE F
I started this journey to explore opportunities for trail destinations to attract
and grow world class 'shared-use' interests. The word ‘share’ is an interesting
one. I consider it defined by our ability to collectively use a resource or space. An
action to equally distribute. To consider everyone’s interests and respond in a
manner that allows us all to thrive.
Shared-Use trails was initially very one dimensional to me. It was a practical
challenge: how do we get multiple users to share a trail, and still enjoy
themselves. It was about activating outdoor spaces and engaging all users in
them.
Trail users are increasing. The latest annual data from the AusPlay survey,
released by Sport Australia ranks recreation walking as the number 1 sports and
physical activity in Australia. Cycling is at Number 5 and bushwalking at number
8. Unfortunately, horse riding wasn’t measured.
But the concept of shared-use has been expanded far beyond my initial
understanding. Shared-use is much more than just a practical demonstration,
it’s also about sharing in community, sharing around responsibility, sharing
mutual respect, sharing the ownership, sharing our knowledge and skills and
most importantly, sharing the experience.
Experience has become such a critical word for me as I’ve travelled.
Fundamentally, this is why we all head outdoors... an enjoyable, sustainable,
adrenalin-filled, educational, developmental and/or conservational experience.
What I have loved most is hearing the stories of how these experiences have
changed individual lives, as well as communities, schools, workplaces and
towns.
Experiences have provided much more than physical growth. There’s been
numerous examples of social change, mental health healing, communal
integration and increase.

18
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LOOK ING FORWA RD
It’s when discussing the things that we care about the most, that we can often
be caught out reminding ourselves and others of the challenges, frustrations,
problems and issues. The biggest challenge is often the need to reflect solutions
and not spread problems. My report will look to do just that by focussing on
recognising achievements, creating opportunities, seeking solutions and
improving existing progress.

On a personal level, my greatest highlight in the outdoors is solo walking the
223km of the Larapinta Trail through Central Australia in 2017. I love to bushwalk,
ride my mountain bike and paddle my kayak any chance I get, especially if in
the company of friends. I’m always up for a new outdoor experience for which
this Fellowship Adventure included many. I value the privilege I have to explore
new places both at home and abroad and if possible, take the opportunity to
share the experiences with those who matter to me.

When it comes to outdoor trails, they’re currently not a priority in the
community when assessed against other public matters such as health care,
education, welfare, employment and small business. There is a stronger
connection with the environment, but we often view matters such as climate
change in a different perspective compared to outdoor recreation. As evidence
and appreciation continues to evolve, outdoor trails will be seen as a public
priority and they should be appreciated and recognised for the value and
influence they can have on all matters listed above.

A BOUT ME
I’ve had a love for the outdoors for as long as I can remember but it’s been in
recent years that I have come to understand the meaning and purpose of why.
Individually, the outdoors is a place that both challenges me, but also gives
me space to relax. It offers me personal experiences including spiritual joy,
mental application, kinaesthetic appreciation, intrinsic value and communal
acceptance.
On a professional level, my experiences in both paid and volunteer roles in
the outdoors is quite varied. I’ve been an adventure Tour Guide across Central
Australia, The Red Centre, Flinders Ranges, the Grampians, Great Ocean Road
and Kangaroo Island. I’m currently a board member of Walking SA and on the
outdoors committee with Recreation SA. I’m grateful to be a team leader with
Operation Flinders and I’ve also previously been the leader in charge of both
Bushwalking and Mountain Biking with Scouts SA. I hold a Certificate IV in
Outdoor Recreation, am an accredited coach with Mountain Bike Australia and
have also obtained my Open Water Scuba qualification.
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Tunnel View in Yosemite Valley
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CAPTURING THE
FELLOWSHIP ADVENTURE
R E FLEC TING O N M Y E IGHT WE E K S A B ROA D,
TH E R E I S SO MUCH TO CO N S IDE R WHE N IT
COME S TO THE A S PEC T S O F OUTDOO R TR A IL S .
As I have already discussed, shared-use is much more than just a
practical demonstration. In my report, I discuss topics which I believe
all add perspective to the discussion, these include:
Shared Trails
What are they?
First Nations
Recognising and respecting cultural history.
Trail Networks
The big picture of trails.

South Lake Tahoe foreshore

L A K E TA H O E , USA - J ULY 2 01 9

Intentional & Evidenced
Substantiating emotions with research.
Sustainability & Conservation
Biodiversity, native flora and fauna, resource management.
Community Building
A place for all people.
Holistic Health
Including physical, mental, social, emotional or other
Ownership & Responsibility
Invest in opportunities that matter to us.
Communication
Digital platforms, signage, mapping.
Enterprise & Economy
Tourism, events and/or commercial opportunities.
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I loved every minute of my Churchill Adventure. Obviously the
things I’ve learnt, experiences I’ve shared, knowledge I’ve gained
and people I’ve built relationships with have been the most valuable
parts. But I’ve also loved the chaos of international travel, thrived on
the long days, loved the unknown that plans can often bring and I
accepted the day to day challenges that being away from home can
throw up.
I certainly didn’t consider myself an expert of outdoor trails before
undertaking my Fellowship. I’d much prefer to see myself as a
key part of a broader community who are collectively building
relationships, collaborating and taking action on what a sustainable,
adventurous and impactful future in the outdoors can look like for
everyone.
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We owe it to each other to embrace the commitment of sharing the
responsibility for protecting, connecting and thriving trails. It’s more
than just providing an opportunity for people to interact and engage
with trails. We must also appreciate the value the outdoors has
to support economies and grow the profile of regional towns and
communities. Welcome the opportunity it has to generate (naturebased) tourism interest and participation and also encourage
international interactions to share best-practices and build networks.

Below is a culmination of reflections on a wide variety of
perspectives, all integral parts to what makes outdoor trails and
spaces so special. As I previously mentioned, my hope is to simply
energise the current and future conversations to ensure we do all
we collectively can to be the best stewards of the opportunities,
adventures and experiences afforded to us.

I often found myself right throughout my Fellowship Adventure
thinking about what ‘the future’ for our outdoor trails may, can
and should look like. While it would be have been straightforward
to go about my business, focus on my questions and seek out the
outcomes I sought, it was only three days into my travels in New
Zealand that I realised my perspective was all wrong. I came to
appreciate that the best approach I could take for the future was to
build authentic relationships and then facilitate these relationships,
starting with bringing this report together, to build a community
that could benefit us all.
What my Churchill Adventure demonstrated to me is that the world
is full of passionate, opinionated, committed and can-do people.
People who are happy to stand their ground for what matters and
what they believe in. The outdoors needs these kinds of people.
The outdoors also needs people who are prepared to work together
and consider the perspectives of others for the greater good, inject
their energy into making long term visions, not just today’s actions
happen and importantly believe that the outdoors is a place where
both people and the environment can be better.
Looking over Zion Canyon
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SHARED TR AILS
A S M Y PRIM A RY FO CUS , I H A D THE
OPPOR TUNIT Y TO LE A RN A BOUT,
E XPE RIE NCE A ND B ECOME INFORME D
ON M A N Y S H A R E D TR A IL S THROUGHOUT
M Y CHURCHILL FE LLOWS HIP.
I came to understand that shared trails were much more than just
recreational opportunities. Communities were looking for a diversity
of options to link in with other activities, including community
events, gardening, play spaces, food experiences and much more.
Furthermore, shared trails were sought after by public and private
property owners alike as they sought to broaden, diversify and/or
open access to underutilized facilities for public use.

TR A IL US E R S
As is the case here at home, predominantly, shared trails are a mix of users from
walkers, runners, cyclists, mountain bikers and horse riders.
I witnessed far more diversity in trail use. The level of accessibility got my
attention, as shared trails we’re noticeably being used and appreciated by those
in adaptive (wheelchair) options, by families or groups of friends, by people
experiencing possibly their first time on a trail or those lacking in confidence to
go exploring on their own.
What I didn’t foresee was the tension abroad with motorised use. Sure, we have
challenges on public land regarding the use of motorbikes, ATV’s, dirt bikes and
4WD’s, but not typically in the same conversation as ‘shared trails’.

In most instances, the shared trail isn’t the attraction, rather it was
the link between them. It provided a means to connect one (say
a café, brewery or bakery) to another (play space, garden, point of
interest).
Shared trails made sense because they’re an adaptable,
cost effective measure that can breathe life not just into a
community, but everything it stands for – connectedness, cultural
understanding, physical activity, health and wellbeing, equity,
alternative modes of transport and much more.

Shared Trail signage in Whakarewarewa Forest
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D I S TINC TION S
Shared trails is just one of the many names given to trails used by a range of
different user groups. The term ‘multi-use’, ‘shared-use’ or ‘mixed-use’ was also
quite common in other countries. While the name may vary, ultimately the
definition remained the same - a shared or mixed use trail or path is a form of
infrastructure that equally and respectfully supports multiple recreation and
transportation opportunities, such as walking, bicycling, inline skating and
people in wheelchairs. However motorised activity is normally prohibited.
For the purpose of this report, I’ll continue to refer to them as ‘shared trails’.

I C A ME TO LE A R N TH AT S H A R E D TR A IL S A R E THE N
SU B - C ATEGO R I S E D BA S E D O N S PECIF I C PU R POS E S OR
FE ATU R E S . THE S E INCLU DE D LINK TR A IL S , R A IL TR A IL S ,
TOW (C A N A L) PATH S , B R IDLE PATH S , G R E E NWAY
TR A IL S A ND QU IE T L A N E S A S E XPL A INE D B E LOW.
A Link Trail is an interconnected network of (often semi-urban) shared trails
offering communities, residents and visitors the opportunity for outdoor
recreation, transportation, and healthy living from their front door. Link Trails
typically connect one point of interest, feature or attraction (such as public
transport station, trailheads, viewpoints, retail precincts) to another.
A Rail Trail is the conversion (or recycling) of a disused railway track into
a Shared Trail, for activities such as walking, cycling, horse riding and
snowmobiling. The characteristics of abandoned railways are flat, long and
frequently running through historical areas which make them appealing for
various developments. The term can also cover trails running alongside working
railways; these are called ‘Rails with Trails’. Many rail trails are long-distance
trails.

The Highline Rail Trail
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Tow (Canal) Paths, like Rail Trails are historical paths that are very common
throughout the United Kingdom. They were established as a road or trail on
the bank of a river, canal, or other inland waterway. Their purpose was to allow
a land vehicle, or a team of human pullers to tow a boat where sailing was
impractical due to tunnels and bridges, unfavourable winds, or the narrowness
of the channel. Eventually railways and engines superseded this slow towing
method and since then, many of these towpaths have been converted to
shared trails.

30

A Bridle Path or Bridleway is another type of shared trail which is quite common
in the United Kingdom especially. Traditionally, a bridle path was an equestrian
(horse) trail but are now used by a wider range of users, including hikers and
cyclists. These paths however (varying from country to country) remain either
impassable or banned to motorized vehicles. In some countries, bridle paths are
still important transportation routes, but for the majority, are now primarily used
for recreation.

Canal Path near Kings Cross

One of many Bridleways
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Greenway Trails are long, narrow pieces of land, often used for both recreation
and transport purposes by walkers (pedestrians), cyclists (bicycle traffic) and
sometimes transportation (streetcar, light rail) or retail uses. The term Greenway
comes from the ‘green’ in green belt and the ‘way’ in parkway implying a
recreational use rather than a typical street corridor. There is also an emphasis
on introducing or maintaining vegetation, in a location where such vegetation
is otherwise lacking. Some Greenways include community gardens as well as
typical park-style landscaping of trees and shrubs. They also tend to have a
mostly continuous pathway, allowing urban commuting via bicycle or foot. I
had the pleasure of experiencing numerous Greenways, notably while in North
Vancouver, Canada.
Quiet Lanes were introduced by the Campaign to Protect Rural England as part
of a wider strategy to promote environmentally sustainable transport and lower
speed limits on country lanes and through villages. Quiet Lanes are shared
country roads used by walkers, cyclists and horse-riders as well as motorised
vehicles. Generally they exist where there should be greater appreciation of
shared use and protections in place against intimidation of motorized traffic.
The concept is considered so important that it is included in the Highway Code
and everybody needs to learn about them before they go for their driving test.

B E N E FIT S
Having now seen a variety of shared trails, it is easy to understand the many
benefits they can offer individuals, families and communities. Below is a
summary of the benefits I was able to identify, and I’m certain there are more
than I haven’t yet picked up on.
• Health - physical activity, reduced risks of chronic disease, better
access to nutrition, improved well-being and reduced stress levels.
• Equity – access for marginalised communities, greater opportunities
for a diversity of users, reduction in inequalities amongst individuals.
• Community – increased connectedness, exploration of local area,
decreases in crime, vandalism, and violence, stronger community
ownership, greater informal interactions, opportunities for organized
activities and volunteering.
• Education – an alternative classroom, safe option to commute to
school/university, improved academic/behaviour performances,
connection to nature.
• Economy – connects local business, tourism drawcard, cost-effective
than building new resources or facilities, increased economic
opportunities for local businesses and higher property values
for residents.

A Greenway trail
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K E Y CO MPO NE NT S
The challenge is, while it all sounds great, how do you practically facilitate a
positive experience for all users on a shared trail. I don’t believe that I have
found the answer, but from observations and conversations, I believe that if you
can get the culture, signage and purpose right, we’re all heading in the right
direction. Let me explain.
As I discussed in my introduction, establishing culture begins well before
you step onto the trail. Shared Trails needs a culture that first and foremost
reinforces the importance of sharing, equally and with common sense. To
do this, I believe you need to generate a clear understanding between user
groups, to the point where they don’t see themselves as a solitary user type, but
rather a user of the trail. We should be encouraged to embrace each other, our
differences and our perspectives – where we can find common ground, and
appreciate our differences so that we can treat each other with respect. This
ability to interact and communicate often resolves most if not all of the tension
and conflict between us.

We also have to spend more time in consultation and listening to feedback
from our trail users, identifying the hotspots and understanding what people
actually need to know.
Lastly, we all (land manager, trail builder and designers, trail user,
conservationist etc.) need to be very clear about the purpose of the shared trail.
A clear purpose will identify the objective of the trail, then inform the design of
the trail and how it links with other trails in the surround network. Equipped
with this information alone, it is already much easier to manage the trail with
clarity in the face of varying opinions and perspectives.

Signage is another key component, but it needs to resonate. At some point,
we felt that trail signage needed to take on negative tones (don’t do this,
wrong way go back etc.). Shared trails are often the first point of call for new
recreationalists and we welcome them with a terrible tone and attitude on most
signage.

PEOPLE A R E A LWAYS GO ING TO R E S PO ND MUCH M O R E
POS ITI V E LY TO S IGN AGE TH AT WILL E NCOU R AG E THE IR
A DV E NTUR E A ND R E M IN D THE M O F HOW THE Y C A N
M A XIM I S E THE IR E XPE R IE NCE .

Shared Trail signage
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CH A LLE NGE S

TA H O E R IM TR A IL

Shared trails aren’t without their challenges. Irresponsible minorities can ruin it
for the majority, often sparking tension between groups who have co-existed for
many years prior.

The Tahoe Rim Trail is one of America’s most iconic and beautiful long-distance
recreation shared trails. The 265+ kilometre single-track trail is open to hiking,
equestrians, and mountain biking (in most areas). The trail circumnavigates the
ridge lines of the Lake Tahoe Basin, crossing six counties, four National Forests,
three wilderness areas, two states and one state park. The Tahoe Rim Trail
Association also manages approximately 50 kilometre of side and connector
trails. The entire Tahoe Rim Trail is designated as a National Recreation Trail
(aside from approximately 80 kilometres that are co-located with the Pacific
Crest National Scenic Trail) and is therefore part of the US National Trails System.

I H E A R D S TO R IE S O F WA LK E R S L AY ING LO G S A ND
RO CK S ACROS S PATH S TO PR E V E NT THO ROUG HFA R E
FOR TH OS E O N B IK E S A ND HO R S E .
I’ve witnessed bikers taking blind corners way too fast, horses two-three abreast
so that no other user can pass, trail runners charging towards other groups as
packs of 20+ and all users remaining stubborn in not giving way or stepping off
the trail to allow others to continue their journey. But what I also heard was that
these incidents are few and far between, many of which never even make it to a
formal complaint stage.

I had the chance to spend some time on the trail with the Tahoe Rim Trail
Association’s Executive Director, Morgan Steel. She reminded me that culture
is developed through Trail Construction and Maintenance, Protecting the
Tahoe Rim Trail Experience through advocacy, Visitor Use Management,
Evolving (Natural) Threats to Safety and Access, Planning in Partnership,
Community & Volunteer Engagement, Outdoor Programs & Education.

Mountain Bikers aren’t doing themselves any favours either, as the trendy
recreational activity at the moment, images of pro riders attempting tricks
or shredding their wheels in the presence of other users, all for click bait isn’t
helpful. Again, this is not reflective on the majority of users on the trail, but this
‘marketing’ doesn’t assure anyone of the respect and cohesion that is possible.

One of many iconic Tahoe Rim Trail markers
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FIRST NATIONS
I RECO GNI S E TH AT I S TILL H AV E A LOT TO
LE A RN , A PPR ECIATE A ND UNDE R S TA ND
WHE N IT COME S TO RE S PEC TING ,
HONOURING A ND RECO GNI S ING
AUS TR A LIA’ S A BORIGIN A L PEOPLE .
I have had the privilege of being able to adventure across Kaurna,
Adnyamathanha, Anangu, Geriwerd, and Arrernte land and through
this report, I wish to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing connection
to land, waters and culture. I pay my respects to their Elders past,
present and emerging.
From what I do know and understand, and have come to experience
across my Churchill Fellowship is that we can and should do more
to respect and recognise our cultural heritage, especially when it
comes to outdoor spaces and trails.

S TEWA R DS HIP
To care and manage landscapes for the benefit of current and future
generations is just one of the many things that Indigenous cultures do
incredibly well. They value the land for historical, educational, nutritional,
environmental, spiritual and cultural reasons.
While in New Zealand, this Maori proverb was shared with me – ‘Whatu
ngarongaro te tangata, toitū te whenua’, which translates to ‘People will
perish, but the land is permanent’.
As outdoor people, we share in this important role in maintaining and
developing landscapes so that they can be sustained for future generations.
It is as much about recognising the history and culture of the land that
precedes us, as it is about taking a stance on the future of the landscape
for generations to come.

It is difficult to comprehend that devastatingly, Australia finds
itself decades behind other nations such as New Zealand and
Canada, when it comes to recognising, co-existing, celebrating and
reconciling with their First Nation people.
The connection of First Nations people to their land is much more
than just a physical existence, it is often the lifeblood of their culture,
with deep societal and emotional attachment. Understanding
this alone, makes it obvious that recognising cultural history and
significance on outdoor trails makes for a deeper shared experience.
Below are a combination of learnings that comprise stewardship,
connection, stories and opportunities. I want to stress again,
that there is much to learn, listen and understand and hope my
observations can contribute to an ongoing bigger conversation.

38
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Whakarewarewa Forest
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Creating opportunities for people to embrace the cultural significance and learn
about Indigenous management practises as part of their own contribution is
a meaningful experience. There is a lot we can appreciate to better care for the
soil, flora, fauna and water sources in the areas where we choose to explore.
We should also be advocating for more and stronger co-governance models,
which allow for natural areas to thrive through partnership. These approaches
create avenues for locals and internationals to engage and connect across both
the natural and cultural landscapes.

CON N EC TIO N
I’m of the belief that the gaps in cultural understanding for many Australians is
because European history goes back to a place we’ve never been. We struggle
to understand the strength and value a connection to place has.

FIR S T N ATIO N R ECO G NITIO N
The chance to experience trails through the lens of First Nations and Indigenous
people were moving and unforgettable experiences. One which stood out was
the Spirit Trail which make its way along the shoreline in North Vancouver.
This specific style of trail experience, along with many others across New
Zealand and Canada were the result of significant time and investment to
recapture and recognise the cultural history and significance. This is then
shared through trail signage, infrastructure, interactive displays, art, printed
material and a variety of other avenues.
It reminded me to reflect on how significant it is to adventure on the land of
the First Nations people and appreciate the value of place. These trails also
highlighted the importance of respecting both the land and the people who
utilise it so that we can continue to be good stewards of the environment and
community for the generations ahead of us.

One of the great strengths and appeals for people to go outdoors is a
‘connection to nature’. There is so much that we can all learn and appreciate,
by understanding how significant this connection to place, space and people
is for Indigenous cultures who didn’t just visit outdoor spaces, but actively lived
within them.
Our communities and cultures will only be better for it, when we are able
to connect with the lessons of the past, how this informs the present and
then planning towards building a sustainable and shared future. Connection
raises the value and importance of matters, provides a space for authentic
conversation and ultimately, spreads the responsibility amongst us.
We need to not only strengthen our connection to each other, whether it be
with those from different backgrounds or cultures, but also different users.
Furthermore we need to improve our connection to the environment in which
we immerse ourselves and the communities that affords us the opportunity.

Spirit Trail
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S TORIE S
Trails present a fantastic opportunity for the practical interpretation of both
stewardship and connection, as they can be used to share a storytelling
narrative of culture, a metaphorical connection or journey towards greater
understanding and appreciation of Aboriginal land and place.
An asset of trails is that you can tell stories verbally, through signage, with
interpretive means and within digital apps to name a few.

TH E S TR E NG TH O F A N Y CO MMU NIT Y I S THE A B ILIT Y
TO COM MUNIC ATE A ND LI S TE N WITH E ACH OTHE R .
OUTDOO R E XPE R IE NCE S PROV IDE A PE R FEC T
PL ATFOR M FO R A LL PEOPLE TO GA IN A N O PPO R TU NIT Y
TO LE A R N A BOUT, CO NNEC T TO A ND S H A R E IN
A BOR I G IN A L S TO R IE S .
Collectively, the interaction of communities and cultures is an opportunity for
each of us to respectfully share our stories together.

OPPOR TUNITIE S
During my Churchill Adventure, I was grateful to meet with passionate people
who are committed to the recognition of First Nation Aboriginal Australian
People, ongoing respect for their culture and innovative opportunities to further
work together.
A simple consideration is to recognise Aboriginal people and culture through
language, terminology and description of place. Trail names, interpretive
signage, identification of significant landmarks, celebration of arts and more
were all examples that I saw across both New Zealand and Canada. It’s critical
that any ideas should be generated and undertaken in respectful collaboration
with local Aboriginal People, and of course authentically motivated by
recognition and appreciation.

When visiting the Department of Conservation in New Zealand, I learnt
about the opportunities which are specifically created and made available
to staff to learn about and better understand Maori Culture. My take is that
for those in the outdoor industry, whether it be in government, trail building,
land management, education, tourism or otherwise, we should have a means
in which staff and volunteers can experientially learn about Aboriginal Australia.
This opportunity for what should be considered both professional and personal
development should be compulsory for anyone working on land with traditional
ownership, and furthermore, should be valued and offered within working
hours.
An extension of this would be to require those who have any responsibility
for formally leading or sharing outdoor experiences with others to undertake
a formalised course (potentially as part of a greater Vocational Education
Qualification Framework). This is already happening in some parts of Australian
(guides at Uluru Kata Tjuta National Park must undertake a course through
Charles Darwin University), but I don’t believe it should just be limited to high
interest areas.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this discussion around the need to respect
and recognise Aboriginal people on outdoor trails, I am by no means an expert
on that matter. I am simply someone who has for many years appreciated
Aboriginal culture, respected their desire for recognition and equality and have
been a passionate advocate for the celebration of everything they offer the
Australian Community.
Throughout my Churchill Adventure, I felt humbled, grateful and often at times,
embarrassed as to how Māori and Canadian Aboriginals are celebrated in
comparison to Australian Aboriginals, especially in outdoor spaces.

IT H A S B E E N A PR IV ILEGE TO LE A R N A BOUT
A ND A PPR ECIATE , BUT A L SO A N IN S PIR ATIO N TO
THINK TH AT WE C A N A ND S HOULD DO M OR E WITH
R E S PEC T FOR OUR F IR S T N ATION AUS TR A LI A N
A BOR IGIN A L PEOPLE .
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TR AIL NET WORKS
Shared trails are also key components of much bigger trail networks,
both in urban and regional areas.

TR A IL S S HOULDN ’ T JUS T B E S E E N A S
RECRE ATION A L OPPOR TUNITIE S , BUT
A L SO A ME A N S TO A N E ND WHICH COULD
CONNEC T PEOPLE TO THE IR COMMUNIT Y,
WORK PL ACE , E DUC ATION OR OTHE R
ME A N S .
Enjoyable examples that I experienced include the Highline in New
York City, the Spirit Trail along the shoreline of North Vancouver,
Bath to Bristol Path in England or the Valley Trail throughout the
town of Whistler.
Trail networks, by their expansive nature are embracing of a
diversity of users, connecting and promoting destinations,
providing alternative commuter options, rethinking traditional
modes of transport, and often linking people to trailheads for
greater exploration.

With Fiona from Recreation Aotearoa
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TR A IL BU ILD ING

TO N Y BOO N E FRO M TIM B E R LIN E TR A ILCR A F T

Trail building (and builders) play the most important role in the ideation,
creation and ongoing development of trail networks. Having spent my
share of time with trail builders both here in Australia and abroad, what
has impressed me the most is each of their commitments to holistic and
integrated trail building.

A trail-builder by title, but to me he’s much more than that. Over the course
of the day, I witnessed him wear over seven different hats - trail builder, trail
designer, community builder, trail user, land manager, conservationist, project
manager to name a few. Most importantly, what I saw and got to know was
a super-passionate outdoors guy, who knows trail building, is committed to
the best outcome for the community and is humble enough to recognise
that together, we’ll find the best actionable solutions. It was a pleasure to
witness and then imagine what his thinking must have entailed, considering
all perspectives and angles, as he sought to balance accessibility, challenge,
viewpoints, minimal disruption, dispersion and relocation from conflicts.
Watching him go about doing his thing was a tremendous learning opportunity
for me in appreciating the complexity of bringing a trail together.

TR A IL BU ILD ING I S SO MUCH M O R E TH A N
‘ GE T TIN G TH AT LINE ’ R I G HT.
It involves a phenomenal amount of careful consideration and planning for a
variety of environmental, communal, cultural, financial and technical factors all
while balancing the views and feedback of many different stakeholders. Then
there is the grind of the manual labour that follows.
The more opportunities that can be created to assist those who utilise trials
to not just understand what trail-building entails, but how they can give back
to developing and/or maintaining trails will be of significant benefit to all. I
was constantly impressed to see higher than expected numbers of users who
are involved with walking, biking and/or horse riding actively seeking out
opportunities to learn and upskill themselves when it came to trail building
and maintenance.

With Tony from Timberline Trailcraft
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DE S TIN ATION S
When it comes to attractive and appealing outdoor destinations, it’s hard
to ignore that this success is often reflected in the strength of the local
community. It was reinforced for me that components such an easy to reach
location, well-built trail, functional infrastructure and supporting economy
play an important role in the holistic experience. What matters most however
are the people who become the foundation as well as the drivers behind
the experience.

Meeting with Appalachian Trail Community Ambassadors was another great
experience in understanding how community contributes to the greater appeal
of outdoor trails and spaces. I observed an approach that wasn’t just focussed
on advocating for the trail specifically, but more a broader representation for
the community, for which the trail was part of. Ambassadors play such a pivotal
role showcasing how the many benefits available to the community, whether it
be health, education, employment etc. can all interact and benefit each other.

Visiting the town of Whistler was a fantastic experience which reflected this.
Tourism numbers across the year are massive, as people come for the hiking
and biking in the summer and snow sports in the winter. Even with the
thousands of people that visit weekly, what was shared with me and better still
experienced during my visit was the importance of the local community and
the role they play in setting the cultural tone for everyone. Locals care about
what Whistler delivers, whether it be culture, people or the experience, for
visitors to feel like they’re in a second home.

48

High up in the Whistler Bike Park

With Appalachian Trail Community Ambassadors at Rations Cafe
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RE-THINK ING TR A N S POR T

PO PUL ATIO N S

To embrace the diversification of trails to be more than wilderness experiences,
communities must look for opportunities to share existing infrastructure.

Trail networks are also critical in the management of urbanisation and
population growth. With cities expanding, neighbourhoods rising and the
standard ‘block’ often being sub-divided, the need for strategic and holistic
consideration of nature-based opportunities is more critical than ever.
Consideration for how people can access and be active in green-spaces, how
trails can assist in transportation and how neighbourhoods are communally
healthier through public spaces.

There are many examples across every country I visited where existing road,
footpath and public park infrastructure was being repurposed to allow for the
greater utilisation of walking and biking.
Many councils and municipalities are also taking bold steps to replace typically
motorised transportation networks, with a refocus towards more active travel
that encourages alternative commuting options such as walking, bike riding,
scootering, roller-blading and more. Changes are extending to taking two-way
motorised vehicle roads, reducing them to one-lane, one-way and repurposing
the other lane for non-motorised transport or community activations such as
al-fresco dining.

Even in populated national parks, such as Yosemite in the USA or Banff in
Canada, trail networks are critical to dispersing people, maintaining a sense
of solitude and better still, offering those who are visiting a chance to gain a
diversity of perspectives in what are often high interest natural areas.

CON S TRUC TION A ND DE V E LOPME NT S
Another initiative are specific inclusions within development contracts between
councils/municipalities and land developers. These inclusions are implemented
to ensure where, how and how much green space, public recreational areas
and/or trails are to be included (at the expense to the developer) in their new
development.

With Ed from Parks Canada
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ICONIC O PPO R TUNITIE S
Trail networks can only play a support role in the integration of ‘iconic’ A-to-B
experiences, such as the Te Araroa in New Zealand which runs North to
South through New Zealand, the Great Trail stretching across Canada or the
Appalachian Trail along the East Coast of the USA. Networks allow for these
trails to connect users with communities along the journey and/or to provide
access for shorter experiences on the trail.
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Trail Networks can also become iconic themselves, such as the National Trail
System in the United Stated, the New Zealand Great Cycle Trails or the National
Cycle Network throughout the United Kingdom. While many of the trails within
these networks are brilliant trails on their own, it’s their place in the broader
network which has allowed for their profile to rise.

Walking a section of the Te Araroa Trail and Timber Trail

With Rita from National Parks Service
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L AND
A challenge of trail networks is gaining, respecting and understanding access
rights to both public and private land. Faced with levels of governance, intricate
laws and numerous regulations, along with one or more land-managers and/or
different interest groups, grasping what can and can’t be done, and when and
where it can be done is often a complex challenge.
Another challenge is the general attitude and respect of the greater general
public towards trails and natural places. Sadly, the minority often make access
difficult for the majority as they abuse the privilege to explore some of our
community’s private, pristine or sensitive areas.
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In Australia, we could benefit from a dedicated Government Agency or NonGovernment Organisation (NGO) whose purpose is to facilitate communication
and represent the interests of all stakeholders involved with trail based
locations. This might look like the Walking Access Commission in New Zealand
who exist to work with communities with an oversight for the creation and
maintenance of trails, resolve disputes and care for our land and the people
who live, work and play on it.
The NGO UK National Parks might be another option, as they exist to bring
together the 15 National Park Authorities in the UK to raise the profile of
the National Parks and to promote joint working. Having an organisation to
represent, advocate for and acknowledge all interests may not meet everyone’s
demands or requests, but what I experienced was that it goes a long way to
facilitating open conversation and understanding.

Hiking The Narrows

With Paul from National Parks England
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INTENTIONAL
& EVIDENCED

R E S E A RCH

Trails should be considered in the same manner as any other form
of infrastructure, in that every effort should be regularly made to
ensure they are created, developed and maintained to best possible
standards.

IN S TRIV ING TO R E ACH HIGH S TA NDA RDS ,
WE MUS T GIV E CON S IDE R ATION BOTH
THE INTE NTION OF A ND THE E V IDE NCE TO
SUPPOR T E ACH TR A IL .
Shared trails present a wealth of challenges and opportunities,
such is their nature with their multiple user groups, technical trail
features, rational, purpose and much more.

Trails can significantly benefit from more time and funding for research,
development and evaluation to reinforce the existing efforts to improve,
grow, expand or sustain trail development. While there is a lot we know about
trails, networks, environment and users there is also a significant amount of
understanding that we haven’t yet been able to capture or understand. Seeking
out and then understanding the unknown is critical for future progress.
Most importantly, more work needs to be done to clearly and evidentially
justifying the benefits of outdoor trails beyond ‘recreation’. We need to better
convey the positive impacts on physical health, social wellbeing, mental health,
community, conservation, experiential learning, environmental understanding
and much more.
I met with a few organisations who are investing significantly in research, none
more so than Sustrans in the United Kingdom. They’re doing so because to
create places that offer opportunities for the community to walk, cycle, scoot or
wheel, they must be informed to work with decision-makers to create policies
that make active options a more attractive choice.
Reflection through evaluation is also critical to understanding past impacts and
planning for future opportunities.
Studies such as the Mountain Bike Impact Study published by Whistler OffRoad Cycling Association in Canada and others are also valuable resources. Not
only do these studies benefit an understanding of a user group, but better still,
provide a basis for informed conversation going forward.

Sustrans Scotland Team
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INTE R -AGE NC Y
B R IN G ING PEO PLE TO GE THE R , S PECIF I C A LLY,
D IFFE R E NT O RGA NI SATI O N S , A ND/O R US E R S
WOU LD H AV E TO B E O N E O F THE M OS T IMPO R TA NT
COMPONE NT S TO ACHIE V ING SUCCE S S WHE N IT CO M E S
TO S H A R E D TR A IL S .
The opportunity to understand, communicate and operate as a collective
naturally has far greater potential than those who continue to work as standalone parties in a collective opportunity, such as trails.
At the Government level alone, irrespective of the country, trails are typically
represented by numerous departments, agencies, branches or equivalent.
This is then repeated from the local, to state to federal levels of government.
I have lost count of the number of conversations I have had where staff from
within, let alone those from outside government have expressed frustration,
challenge and/or fatigue from these many ‘layers’. It’s clear that the complex
and confusing nature of structure makes progress and everyday operations a
tough ask. Worse still, it sets a poor example for all the organisations, clubs and
individuals who are looking to Government to lead by example when it comes
to public land.

C A S E S TUDY: INTE R AG E N C Y V I S ITO R
US E M A N AG E M E NT COUN CIL
In the USA, the Interagency Visitor Use Management Council brings together
six federal agencies including the National Park Service, the Bureau of
Land Management, Forest Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
As Stephen from the National Park Service explained to me, the councils
purpose is to collaborate on increasing awareness of and committing to
proactive, professional, and science-based visitor use management on federallymanaged lands and waters. It’s a recognition that outdoor trails can be better
managed, supported and improved, together.
This interagency approach is critical to providing a consistent approach to
visitor use management, which ultimately better serves the public by creating
seamless connections between lands and waters managed by different
federal agencies. This benefits users and the trails as each location and it’s
users interests are being collaboratively represented. Furthermore, it better
utilises time and resources at the land management level by bringing all key
stakeholders together in a formalised and structured council.

Recognition of this issue is allowing governments to better handle themselves,
by setting up councils (or similar) to better address the issues and lead others
in the hope of collectively working together for the benefit of outdoor trails.
The public deserves to be able to look to their government to lead the way
in appreciating and advocating for the many diverse benefits of outdoor
environments and the only way they can authentically do this, is through
collaboration.

With Bob (Left) who represents the US NDS on
the Interagency Visitor Use Management Council
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S TR ATEGY

IN V E S TM E NT & IN VO LV E M E NT

I’m not sure I’ve seen as many strategy documents for any other particular
topic, than I have for trails. For a variety of reasons, trail strategies are notorious
for being developed in high volume, and while often effective in one form or
another, very rarely return on or warrant the efforts made in developing them.

Throughout my Churchill Adventure, a regular discussion linked to outdoor trails
was where is the money/funding coming from and who will advocate and/or
manage land access.

At some point, we became focused on doing exactly what the ethos of the
outdoors encourages us against. These strategies are developed, using
considerable hours and dollars, from within a building, without being given
the chance to be understood or experienced.

TR A IL S TR ATEGIE S S HOU LD B E U NDE R TA K E N WITH
A PU R POS E TO B R ING IN D I V IDUA L S , G ROU PS A ND
ORGA N I SATIO N S TO GE THE R .
Where every stakeholder shares a responsibility and they’re published through
a culmination of the experiences, understandings, aspirations and future
sustainability of all those who immerse and engage in the outdoor trails.
Better still, strategies need to be intentional, purpose driven, solution focussed
and action orientated. A process that people can be mobilised around, find
motivation from and see an opportunity for them to become involved.
I admired the National Trust in the United Kingdom because they developed
strategies to create programs that would ultimately deliver outcomes unsurprisingly, large numbers of people mobilise around that.

My experiences here in Australia ensure this is a question I consider also.
I believe, to an extent, Australians feel a sense of entitlement towards the
services our Government does or should provide. My assumption is that this
is based on the belief that ‘we pay our taxes’ and therefore expect something
in return. It’s certainly a understandable position to take. Government has a
responsibility for delivering on funds and access when it comes to outdoor trails,
but is it a priority?
Outdoor recreation, for the most part, is an unorganised activity as people
come together in non-formalised and/or ad-hoc ways to walk, ride or otherwise.
While many love and appreciate outdoor recreation for those reasons, it also
makes other matters challenging. It can be tough for people to feel a formal
sense of engagement, difficult to involve people in ‘putting back’ into trails,
hard to mobilise for advocacy opportunities and gathering investment isn’t
straightforward.
I witnessed a lot of work, notably research and analysis going in to determining
the demand and interest of the community. Such was the demand for evidence,
but also the commitment to best serve the interests of the community. I feel like
we’re all really good at asking the questions around environmental protection
and cultural sensitivity which are both incredibly important. But what about the
people?

OUTDOOR TR A IL S NE E D TO B E CR E ATE D WITH TH E
PEOPLE (US E R S) IN MIND.
Ensuring there is demand and interest is good for the entire outdoor trails
ecosystem of local economies, environment and culture to make the most
of what each landscape has to offer the people.
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For example, even though there are high participation numbers for walking in
Australia, as it isn’t an organised activity, we spend far less on walking than the
many other outdoor activities.

SUSTAINABILIT Y
& CONSERVATION

Research also plays a critical role. Conveying the importance and value of
outdoor recreation has far reaching benefits when trying to justify the need for
greater funding, access and opportunity.
We cannot underestimate the value and importance of peak bodies in
collectively working together to represent the interests of all trail users to better
provide representation for both their financial and advocacy interests.
Our user groups must also work more collectively and collaboratively with
Government (and vice-versa) in delivering trail building, infrastructure,
conservation and other outdoor recreation based opportunities as they arise.
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Capilano Suspension Bridge Park

With To and Garth from Tongariro River Rafting
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PROTEC TIO N A ND E N H A N CE ME NT
New Zealand/Aotearoa legislation provides a model for outdoor spaces to
replicate, to ensure that natural spaces are first and foremost protected and
then enhanced. Enhancement then occurs through trail development, cultural
significance and understanding, wildlife protection, recreational use, heritage
listing and more.
Critically important to the success of this legislation is that enhancement
is undertaken to a point which allows for people to immerse, connect
and experience outdoor spaces without causing unmanageable or
destructive damage.

A DV E NTUR E B LE N D E D WITH CO N S E RVATIO N
(TO N GA R IRO R IV E R R A F TIN G)
The philosophy, attitude and approach to the outdoors is very much a ‘can do’
and/or ‘should do’ one. Volunteering is alive and well, so too is the commitment
to giving back to the environment. Garth from Tongariro River Rafting is a
fantastic example of this through the Blue Duck Project. Not only is he providing
opportunities for people to immerse themselves experientially in the Tongariro
River through rafting, but in doing so, is also supporting the endangered Whio
(Blue Duck) by funding the purchase and maintaining of traps to kill feral pests.
The results have seen the Whio re-establish themselves from 2 pairs in 2008 to
22 pairs in 2018.

TH E OUTDOO R S I S A S H A R E D PL ACE , BUT O NLY IF
IT C A N B E S H A R E D WITH FUTU R E G E NE R ATI O N S .
Numerous examples that I have witnessed include the:
•P
 romotion and actioning of Leave No Trace principles.
•C
 lear, correct and frequent signage.
•G
 reen replacement commitments (1 tree planted for every 1m of trail built).
•R
 esources to restrict the spreading of biosecurity threats (weeds).
While many of these examples do exist in Australia, it does appear however
that New Zealand/Aotearoa have embraced the commitment to conservation
and sustainability. Put simply, it is of my opinion that they just take it more
seriously. They share the responsibility, supply the tools and resources and
commit to accountability.

White Water Rafting down the Tongariro River with Tongariro River Rafting
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AT TITUDE - FACING UP TO TH E FUTUR E
IN TH E OUTDOO R S , AT TITU DE S A R E E V E RY THING .
TH E Y ’ R E IM PR E S S IO N A B LE O N OTHE R S WHE THE R
IT ’ S POS ITIV E O R NEGATI V E .
The outdoors should always be a place that is welcoming. We come to the
outdoors for a variety of reasons, to explore, escape, adventure, rest... and we
come to the outdoors for the green beauty and space. There’s plenty of it, so
why not actively welcome each other.
We all benefit from a sense of ownership on outdoor trails. This can be as little
as ensuring you leave only footprints and take only photos to as big as adopting
a trail or area to maintain and conserve.
Without doubt, ownership brings people together, it shares responsibility,
creates satisfaction for the efforts made and allows for a deeper level of
connection and enjoyment.

The outdoors should also be safe. Again, the definition is different for everyone
based on their experience, ambition, fear capacity and much more. There is a
difference between preparing for and managing risk and being reckless and
stupid. The outdoors is unfortunately at the present time still a place full of both
types of people.
The one thing we can’t debate is our attitude towards ensuring we leave lasting
impressions. The outdoors is not ours. We can have a sense of ownership (and
responsibility), but we don’t and will never ‘own’ it. In many, if not all instances, it
belongs to the First Nations - but even they don’t define ‘ownership’ in the same
way many of us do.
First Nations people value outdoor spaces for the ongoing access for all people
through stewardship, connection, respect and sustainability. One eye on the
now with the other eye looking to the future. We can all learn lots from our
First Nations people, especially when it comes to outdoor spaces, recreation
and trails.

Maintaining access, development and growth of outdoor trails won’t just
happen. But with a sense of ownership and shared responsibility, it creates
an advocacy platform for others to connect with and build the vision, attract
supporters, enable greater opportunities and appeal to funding bodies for
financial investment.

WE C A N ’ T FO RGE T WH Y IT I S TH AT WE GO OUTDOO R S .
FOR E V E RYO NE , ‘ FUN ’ H A S A D IFFE R E NT ME A NING , BUT
TH E OUTCO M E NE V E R CH A NG E S . IF WE ’ R E NOT H AV ING
FU N , TH E N M AY B E WE ’ R E NOT DO ING IT R I G HT ?

Desert View
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LE AV E NO TR ACE

A DVO C AC Y

Having the opportunity to visit the global headquarters of Leave No Trace – The
Centre for Outdoor Ethics in Boulder, Colorado was a huge highlight for me. I
have been both a supporter and advocate of Leave No Trace for some time as its
principles are not just good for outdoor environments, but our lives also.

IT I S NOT UNR E A SON A B LE TH AT IF YOU A R E A

What I admire about Leave No Trace is that in ‘the outdoors’ there are so many
perspectives, opinions, viewpoints and experiences. It’s incredibly rare for any
form of consistency within a 100km radius, let alone across the globe. Leave
No Trace has been able to cut through all of that to be a world leader in
outdoor sustainability.
They do an incredible job of delivering their messages with clarity and
consistency, but better still, they are also able to relate their messages to
everyday people. A simple, but very worthy consideration for all outdoor
communication. I also believe they undertake relationship and partnerships
well, recognising that the outdoors is for all people and that we need to work
together for the collective good.

CONTINUA L CON SUME R OF SOME THING , TH AT
YOU WILL LIK E LY A DVO C ATE FOR IT IN ONE WAY
OR A NOTHE R .
Advocacy should be a combination of both the issues that matter to the
individual, as much as the matters that are connected to the individuals
interests. It’s unreasonable to think that we should care about access to and the
preservation of natural spaces, but not care about the influence of deforestation
or global warming.
Ultimately, advocacy requires outdoor users to be represented as a united
and collective group, who are organised and mobilised, to be able to exercise
political leverage. If the users themselves aren’t prepared to stand up for
future opportunities, then who is? Interestingly, many countries are utilising
the names, brand and faces of famous people and icons to further assist in
portraying their issues and strengthen policy positions.

CLE A N & G R E E N
We need to be honest about the current state of our local, national and
international environment. The reality is that the clean green image isn’t
as strong as it looks. We’re part of a world that even now is becoming more
polluted, endangered and degraded on a daily basis. When meeting with
Jonathan Kennett, he shared with me a range of ideas and options to
continually conserve and sustain our outdoor spaces.

With Suzy from Leave No Trace
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EQU IPM E NT AWA R E N E S S

These included:
•F
 or every metre of track constructed, we should look to plant 1 native tree.

Outdoor equipment also contributes to outdoor conservation and sustainability.

•F
 or any activity that damages the landscape, we look to replace
it elsewhere.

WE NE E D TO M A K E S M A R TE R A ND M OR E IN FOR M E D

•F
 or every activity, look to offset your carbon footprint.

TO E N SUR E WE ’ R E NOT IN V E S TING INTO M A K IN G TH E
CH A LLE NGE S OF F IN A NCE , ACCE S S IB ILIT Y, WA S TE A N D

•R
 educing or pooling vehicle use.
•O
 pting for cleaner and/or sustainable fuels or better still, utilising renewable
energy sources (solar).
•R
 ethink waste by banning single use plastic, removing public bins.
• I nvesting in sustainable outdoor equipment.

ECON OM Y VS E N V IRON ME NT
I’m not sure that I met anyone throughout my Churchill Adventure who wasn’t
interested in maximising the economic benefits of outdoor trails. While I discuss
enterprise in the outdoors a little further on in this report, I wanted to point out
that enterprising opportunities must come hand in hand with both economic
and environmental sustainability.

ECON OM IE S THR IV E WH E N THE Y SU PPO R T THE
OUTDOO R S , IN THE SA ME WAY TH AT OUTDOO R
AC TI V IT Y SUPPO R T S THE ECO NO M Y.
It is when economic opportunity tries to overpower or disregard the outdoor
opportunity and the community/culture associated with it, that it often fails.
Economies add significant benefits, including local employment, access to
local produce and supplies, provide entrepreneurial platforms for start-up ideas,
generate (nature) tourism experiences, reinvest into local communities and
even provide starting points for first time visitors.
70

D ECI S ION S A BOUT THE EQU IPME NT WE PURCH A S E
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POLLUTION WOR S E .
Greater emphasis is required on the value of how durable and long lasting the
quality of items are, think through what it is that we actually need, plan for how
much of something we will require, ask how our items were made and what
percentage of sales is put back into outdoor experiences.
A challenge for all people, but one that those in the outdoors can surely
embrace is the ability to repair or reuse, rather than discard when items
rip, break or fail. It’s a credit to brands such as The North Face and Patagonia
who are now facilitating opportunities for people to have their gear repaired
or repurposed.
Through the North Face Clothes the Loop program, they’re encouraging people
to drop off unwanted clothing and footwear at The North Face Retail And Outlet
Stores. They understand that they probably can’t stop people from outgrowing
their clothes, wearing through them or deciding that it’s time for something
new. However, they believe they can help to ensure that worn clothes don’t end
up in landfills. The items dropped off are recycled into over 400 categories and
then repurposed for reuse in products like insulation, carpet padding, stuffing
for toys, and fibers for new clothing.
Worn Wear is Patagonia’s hub for keeping gear in play. They believe that if their
good-quality products are damaged, sitting in a cupboard being unused, or no
longer suiting the users purpose, it should find a second home and displace the
need to buy a lesser-made, lower-quality product. Worn Wear is a set of tools
to help our customers partner with Patagonia to take mutual responsibility to
extend the life of the products Patagonia makes and customers purchase. The
program provides significant resources for responsible care, repair, reuse and
resale, and recycling at the end of a garment’s life. If more people can wear
Churchill Fellowship Repor t | B en Trewren
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higher-quality clothing that is responsibly made, then we effectively reduce the
amount of disposable clothing that ends up in landfills. Worn Wear also offers
an affordable price point that allows more people to purchase clothing that is
known to last for many years. And when you trade something in, you can always
buy another used piece with your credit.
Projects similar to the above are already kicking off here in Australia. The 2nd
Life Project collects used equipment such as mattresses, sleeping bags, rain
jackets, tents, back packs and insulation layers to redistribute in a sustainable
way. The end goal is to have this initiative carried out across Australia to support
community level outdoor education, the homeless population and even some
exciting new products made from recycled equipment.

C A PACIT Y
Capacity on outdoor trails and in outdoor spaces is a challenge that we too face
here in Australia, especially though peak seasons such as Christmas, Easter
and school holidays. Capacity is such a challenge when it comes to managing
the interest of people to head outdoors. The issues for capacity is typically a
question of revenue from those visiting, spending time and investing at a
particular destination, against the ability to maintain conservation.
My experience across the United States, especially in more of the iconic
National Parks such as Yosemite, Grand Canyon and Zion was that they endure
a capacity problem throughout many months of the year. In speaking with
people on the ground, there certainly was a general feeling that there needed
to be a ‘cap’ placed on visitors to maintain the natural beauty, but also manmade infrastructure, but this was knocked back by decision makers seeking
additional funds.

C A R RY IN G - C A PACIT Y: E N V IRO N M E NT
More needs to be done to understand the carrying capacity of an outdoor trail
and consideration of how much human influence the environment can handle
before it reaches a point that is either unmanageable and/or unrepairable.
While people positively interacting with the outdoors is a reason for celebration,
reaching carrying capacity is unfortunately more a reason for concern. It
can be recognised that on one hand, we positively want everyone to enjoy
outdoor trails, but on the other hand we have to be reasonable, primarily from
a conservation and sustainability perspective to ask – what can this particular
environment handle? What is its capacity to the extent that the natural
environment becomes negatively impacted upon?

Worn Wear Station in Patagonia Retail Store
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I personally believe that this is the greatest question a trail needs to ask, but
one that we rarely do, to best understand how to create and then manage the
opportunities available to it.
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COMMUNIT Y BUILDING
C A RRY ING C A PACIT Y - IN FR A S TRUC TUR E
Like the environment, consideration must also be given to the carrying capacity
of infrastructure at outdoor trails.

U N D E R S TA ND ING THE LIMITATI O N O F A LL FO R M S O F
INFR A S TRUC TUR E I S MUCH M O R E TH A N THE TR A IL
(D IR T ) A ND TR A IL FE ATU R E S (B R IDG E S , S TA IRC A S E S).
It’s also considering everything that supports the trail from staff, carparks,
toilets, campgrounds and more.
Finding the balance between infrastructure that enables and supports trail use,
but doesn’t encourage over-use is a tough ask. Furthermore, infrastructure can
be a pillar of cultural attitude which enables ongoing sustainability (e.g. Leave
No Trace) by ensuring that facilities and resources support actions that maintain
the surrounding environment.
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There is no better way to build community than through shared
interactions on outdoor trails. Through creating personal
experiences in the outdoors, it has become a perfect opportunity
to bring people together for a range of positive outcomes. Trails
easily equalise our lives, stripping back what our career, education,
financial and family circumstances may be to allow us all the chance
to mutually share in experiences.

COMMUNIT Y BUILD ING I S SUCH A B IG
PA R T OF OUR E V E RY DAY LIV E S A ND WHE N
WE ’ RE A PA R T OF COMMUNIT Y, WE C A N A LL
RECO GNI S E TH AT WE ’ RE B E T TE R FOR IT.
Community allows us to lean on each other for knowledge,
opportunities, resources, equipment or support. The culmination
of many hands can make for light work. Of most value, community
allows us to celebrate the good times and stand together in the
tough times. It’s easy to identify how community plays such a role in
embracing outdoor trails.
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B IK E TAUPO

FIR S T TIM E E XPE R IE N CE S

It was an inspiring pleasure to meet Pete Masters and the team from Bike
Taupo. Eighteen years ago, with the recognition of the biking need in their
community, they went about finding a solution - a true reflection of community.
Their approach wasn’t the usual ‘ask Government to resolve their lack of trails
and infrastructure’, rather they went to Government and simply asked ‘can we
do this?’. They took ownership of their challenge and went about creating their
own solution. They built a ‘thing’ that was fit for purpose, that then engaged
others and collectively improved the town’s quality of life. The result today?
Over 210km of diverse trails, 1x purpose built bike park, a Great Lake sharedtrail, $3m in assets and a very strong and attractive mountain biking regional
community. Unreal.

The experiences of the outdoors are nothing without participation. But
participation isn’t easy. The vulnerabilities, unknowns and fears are real. For
those who have been able to overcome these upfront hurdles, we should
support others to do the same.
Outdoor trails should always be a place where opportunities exist for people
to feel comfortable in having a first time experience. The inclusion and
encouragement of those wishing to undertake their ‘first time’ must be central
to the efforts of any outdoor community or commercial group. It makes sense,
not only in building a welcoming culture, but also initiating what will hopefully
be a lifelong connection to outdoor trails.
I’ve been enthused through experiencing New Zealand’s inclusive culture, one
where they look to be part of the solution rather than look at someone else
to solve the problem. The desire to work together, share the outdoors with
everyone, hold each other accountable and leave lasting positive experiences is
impressionable. Sure, it’s not perfect, nothing is, but I can’t help but admire their
attitude and approach.
Those experienced on outdoor trails must never forget to ask themselves
whether we do enough to afford someone else the chance to experience the
same things we do in the outdoors?

R A N G E R PR E S E N CE
Outdoor trails can be complex and diverse places, and understanding them
often requires more than just good signage. Add in a lack of experience, or an
uncertainty of your surrounds, and the opportunity to engage face to face with
people who knows the area well sounds incredible!
With the Bike Taupo team
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Outdoor trails need on the ground leadership. People who are prepared to
positively educate, police with a side by side approach and care deeply about
the opportunity available to people to not just enjoy, but take responsibility for
their time outdoors.
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Ooh Ahh Point
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Riding a horse for the first time on the Bow River Trail

On top of Makara Peak
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R A N G E R S ACROS S TH E R E SOR T
MUNICIPA LIT Y OF WHI S TLE R
Spending the day with Mitch, an Alpine Ranger with the Resort Municipality
of Whistler reminded me of the value of face to face interactions on trails.
The Municipality considers its outdoor trails such an important part of the
community because of the attraction and opportunities they generate. They
appreciate that they are surrounded by some beautiful landscapes including
flowing waterways and picturesque summits, and within are some uniquely
special species of flora and fauna. Because of this, they manage and support
these trails through a positive education approach by investing in Rangers like
Mitch to be active and engaging on these trails.
Mitch was the man for the job, incredibly optimistic and positive about what
the outdoors can offer all kinds of people. He had a great ability to connect
and converse with anyone we passed during our 21km adventure up to
Rainbow Lake. We crossed numerous terrain, eventually ending up above
the tree line. Not once, even in a potentially challenging environment did
he appear to judge or discriminate, but rather spoke with care and concern.
He was educating, informing, responding to questions and inspiring people
to continue adventuring outdoors. He sought to ensure that every visitor he
interacted with on the trail, not only made the most of their adventure, but
also returned to their starting point safely. It demonstrated to me how valuable
and transformative face to face experiences are – that level of connection is far
beyond anything a sign, website, app or other form of communication we offer.

PR E PA R ATION
Outdoor communities can also support people to prepare for their adventures
through offering different formats of training. Especially in high risk terrain or
environments, sufficient training is critical to providing people with the skills,
experience and confidence to ensure they can remain safe and better still,
return having enjoyed their experience.
I often wonder whether Australia’s ‘she’ll be right’ attitude makes us vulnerable
to a lack of preparation. We live in a country full of high risk environments, from
dry arid desserts to thick scrub and our landscape should never be taken for
granted. I also wonder if the unorganised nature of outdoor recreation means
that we didn’t take training and/or upskilling seriously enough.

WE MUS T NOT TA K E PL A NNING A ND PR E PA R ATION FOR
WHE N HE A D ING OUTDOOR S FOR GR A NTE D E ITH E R .
I appreciated the opportunity to witness many who were not just happy to
invest in quality outdoor-specific clothing and/or equipment, ensuring they
were not just comfortable, but ready for whatever the elements or adventure
would through at them. Preparation also included technical considerations and
not taking any chances on critical survival/safety equipment, whether it be a
personal locator beacon (PLB), hydration options or bear spray.

With Mitch from Resort Municipality of Whistler
80
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SCHOL A R S HIPS
The initiative of community clubs and organisations to raise funds to provide
once off experiences to influence and contribute to their outdoor community
was admirable. The Federated Mountain Clubs for example offer a $5,000 Youth
Scholarship to support young people to engage in an multi-day expedition.
In return, they ask for their experience to be shared (photos, presentations,
knowledge, social media etc) but more importantly, they have given a young
person an opportunity to fall in love with the outdoors and hopefully bring their
community along too.

One of the many informative Adventure Stations at REI retail stores
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With Chris Loynes from University of Cumbria
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Critical survival and safety equipment
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D IGITA L

OUTDOO R CLUB S

Digital platforms in recent years has expanded the opportunities for community
building across outdoor trails. The introduction and influence of social media,
mobile applications and greater website capability has expanded the many
communication opportunities available to outdoor users and organisations.

Outdoor clubs play a significant role in community building associated with
trails. For many years, clubs have been the go-to for people looking to get
involved with or further their engagement in trails. The purpose of many clubs
vary from competition, trail access, conservation, and/or all of the above.

I experienced a mixture of opportunities, whether it was through strategic
communication, advocacy and awareness, sharing of resources and tools,
crowd-sourcing of trail information, reviews, increased understanding of
unknown matters, reporting maintenance or hazards, recognition of people
and applauding partners ...just to name a few. What was most valuable was
how improved digital resources are enabling community groups to have
their independent conversations to generate specific momentum relevant
to their circumstances.

Clubs are organised opportunities to bring people from across the
community together, with some of the benefits I identified including:
• Structured experiences which are shared as a collective.
• Passing on of knowledge and resources.
• Attending events.
• Learning and understanding their outdoor interests better.
• Giving back to the outdoors through trail maintenance, infrastructure
development, updating maps and signage and other tasks to continually
improve the experiences for all.
The challenges for clubs, I experienced, is that many are small turnover, nonprofit operations, with many expecting more from them than what is possible.
Many are struggling to get through the week to week, let alone having the time
or opportunity to stick their head above the grind to consider what the long
term could or should look like.

CLUB S A R E IN A TOUGH S POT A S THE IR INTE R E S T S
A R E CON S TA NTLY B E ING PULLE D IN D IFFE R E NT
D IR EC TION S , CON S ID E R ING WHE THE R A DVO C AC Y
OR AC TION I S M OR E IMPOR TA NT.

Interactive digital information stations provided by Department of Conservation
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YOUTH

Adding to the challenge:
•M
 ore and more individuals seem to now expect more of their clubs, but
aren’t prepared to return on this expectation to the same level.
•C
 lubs are struggling to understand their purpose and what they stand for,
balancing the interests of the users of the trails or the trails themselves.
•C
 lubs aren’t sure whether they should be advocating on behalf of issues, or
providing greater opportunities to highlight the importance of the issues.
•F
 unding often comes attached with restrictive guidelines and controls
which determines the direction of their activities.
•E
 fforts of clubs to remain inclusive of all people, with this approach not
always a proactive one. Clubs, like anything in life, cannot always appeal
to all people.
Clubs need our support, because they are the foundations of our
outdoor communities.

Trails also create opportunities to reinforce the value of connectivity to young
people and allows them to seek out opportunities for them to build the
community around them.
The experiences I’ve had to learn and interact with young people in outdoor
settings, now both within and outside of Australia, reinforces that the outdoors
is far greater at enabling self and shared growth in young people, than in any
classroom, board room or otherwise. Why? Because the outdoors remains the
best place to allow us all to disengage from ‘everyday’ distractions and refocus
on what’s actually so important - practical, face to face, tangible, consequential
interactions.
I am hopeful for a local, national and international community that
recognises the value of a modern skills, globalising opportunities and digital
advancements. But more critically, I hope that we can continue to create
meaningful experiences where we can connect with others, face to face, so
that we can learn from each other, understand each other’s stories, share
our knowledge and experience and most of all, positively benefit from the
interaction in growing our relationships with each other.
There are undoubtedly generational challenges, not just young people, faced
by all outdoor communities. Plenty of reasons, explanations, challenges and
opportunities, but when thinking about the outdoors, a focus and consideration
on young people, our future generations is hard to ignore.
As someone in their late twenties, I still consider myself part of that ‘young’
team. Personally, I’m incredibly passionate about reinforcing the value of
connectivity to youth, building communities of purpose-driven people, through
experiential outdoor adventure. We should all take responsibility for the future
ahead of us, but young people have a significant role to play, not just for
themselves, but for their communities, economies and natural environment.
With recent rises in mental health concerns for young people, many are hearing
about and identifying with these challenges, but often struggle to find a
pathway towards a solution.

With Penelope and Carl from National Trust UK
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I am concerned however that sometimes these outdoor opportunities can
be distracted by the outcome rather than the process. Obviously, the setting
is critical, such as ‘competition’ will always be outcome focussed. But for the
majority of the time, when outdoors, we’re engaged in recreational activities
which allow us a chance to take a broader perspective on the process.
I’ve pulled my thoughts together to consider what benefits young people and
the outdoors can have, and for some, an explanation of how this might be able
to happen.
The outdoors:
• Connects young people to nature and helps them understand its
importance in sustaining and improving their quality of life.
• Allows for young people to advocate as stewards of the environment
through conservation and sustainability.
• Affords young people the time and space to be their best self, in whatever
way that looks like for them as an individual, who has their own unique
strengths and abilities.

Riding E-Bikes in Whakarewarewa Forest

ROTO RUA , N EW Z E A L A N D - J U N E 2 01 9

TH E OUTDOO R S I S R E SO N ATING WITH S TR ATEG IE S TO
SU PPOR T A ND IM PROV E THE IR ME NTA L HE A LTH , O F TE N
WH E R E A ND WHE N M A N Y YOUTH S LE A S T E XPEC T IT.
When I think back over the past 15 years from when I stepped into the first day
of high school to now, I’m incredibly grateful for all the outdoor experiences and
activities I’ve been afforded. In so many ways, I’ve been lucky to have had such
opportunities.
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• Reinforces the importance of social connections amongst not just young
people themselves, but all generations of people. We have much to learn,
appreciate and be inspired by.
• Creates enterprising avenues that allow young people to invest in the
community and for the community to invest in them. Once young people
grasp that outdoor trails need economies, they’ll also see that economies
can benefit from trails!
• Encourages young people to break away from everyday grinds to enjoy
adventurous activities and opportunities. From a calm bushwalk to paddling
raging white-water.
• Allows for diverse and unique young people and is a place for alternative
pathways so they can express their unique talents and skills.
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•P
 rovides no greater training ground to develop employability skills
and experiences in using these skills. Furthermore, connectivity
among communities only further strengthens the exploration of
career opportunities.

There’s the practical skills which can empower others to take action in the
community. Whether it be building that new trail or maintaining the current
one, organising an event or coaching new adventurers, they’re all opportunities
for people to become practically involved.

•E
 xperience, when shaped in a positive and progressive manner affirms
both an individuals and a collectives confidence and worth.

And then there’s the professional knowledge where facts, figures,
understandings and observations are shared. Because knowledge
(sustainability, conservational, enjoyment, safety) is powerful, there’s
value in sharing this and empowering others.

•B
 uilds a young person’s physical health and strength. It reminds them
of how sucking in the fresh air and raising a sweat can feel great for
more than just the muscles.
•W
 hen shared with others, supports them in engaging with a community
and consequentially affords them a relaxed place to grow their relationships
in a social setting.

ME NTORING
I’ve come to realise that the decisions I make in life aren’t just decisions for me,
and nor should they be. I’m a better person when I’m conscious of those who
have come before me, inclusive of those who stand alongside me and aware of
those who’ll follow after me.
Young people, are the people of the future who will inherit (without choice)
the decisions and actions of those before them. I dream for community that
builds connections between those who have walked considerable distances
of the metaphorical trail of (outdoor) life and those who are just beginning
their adventure.

TH E R E ’ S LIFE LO NG E XPE R IE NCE TO B E PA S S E D O N ,
TH E LE A S T O F WHICH A R E THE BA S I C BUS H S K ILL S TO
M A K E A N YO NE ’ S TIM E IN THE OUTDOO R S TH AT MUCH
M OR E E N JOYA B LE .
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PL ACE M A K IN G
I was looking forward to meeting with Project for Public Spaces (PPS) when
in New York, but unfortunately, this opportunity didn’t eventuate. I was
really interested as PPS are a non-profit planning, design, and educational
organisation dedicated to helping people create and sustain public spaces
that build stronger communities.

ONE S IGNIF IC A NT WAY IN WHICH THE Y DO TH I S I S
PL ACE M A K ING . PL ACE M A K ING I S A TE R M TH AT H A S
B E E N THROWN A ROUND HE R E AT HOME , BUT I ’ M N OT
SUR E WE ’ R E Y E T TO TRULY E MB R ACE IT.
PPS explain placemaking as inspiring people to collectively reimagine and
reinvent public spaces (such as trails) as the heart of every community.
Strengthening the connection between people and the places they share,
placemaking refers to a collaborative process by which we can shape our
public realm in order to maximize shared value. More than just promoting
better design, placemaking facilitates creative patterns of use, paying particular
attention to the physical, cultural, and social identities that define a place and
support its ongoing evolution. You can read more at - www.pps.org.
I wanted to raise placemaking in my report and encourage further investigation
and understanding, because it is an approach they we need to consider as we
move forward in maximising the opportunities of shared trails.
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HEALTH
The outdoors means something different to everyone. We all
head out onto trails for a variety of intrinsic reasons, each of
them motivating or encouraging us in a unique way.
I value that sense of community as discussed above in the same
way that I value my health. They both influence and benefit both my
mind and body and collectively, form the foundation of experiencing
happiness in my day to day life.

ACCE S S IB ILIT Y A ND INCLUS IV IT Y
I was grateful to have numerous experiences that will remain with me for some
time, all of which reflected the ability of the outdoors to be more accessible
and inclusive. While the challenge remains for all countries to continually make
outdoor trails a place for every person, I was encouraged to see numerous
examples throughout every country I visited where barriers including
assumptions, stereotypes and discrimination were being smashed down.

ONE THING TH AT I H AV E OB S E RV E D FROM
INTE R AC TING WITH M A N Y PEOPLE I S
TH AT THE OUTDOOR S I S A PL ACE TH AT
INHE RE NTLY E FFEC T S OUR HE A LTH IN
M ORE WAYS TH A N ONE – WHE THE R
IT B E PH YS IC A L , ME NTA L , SO CIA L OR
E MOTION A L HE A LTH .
Outdoor recreation offers many people a situational difference from
their usual day-to-day. It has a fascinating way of humbling many
of us while the different environment also challenges assumptions,
barriers, stereotypes and discrimination.
Throughout my Churchill Adventure, I experienced, as I have done
for many years the many benefits of what outdoor experiences can
offer me – healing, soothing, restoration, connection, improvement
and growth to name a few.
The research has been clear for some time, and my experience
and conversations have only cemented my belief further that the
outdoors is a place for authentic development. I’m yet to encounter
a situation that fosters personal strengths and characteristics
including personal resilience, self-efficacy, social skills and
confidence as much as outdoor experiences do.
94
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Riding an E-Bike for the first time on the Tongariro River Trail
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Whether it be the females riding solo through the forest in Rotorua, the young
kids being allowed to explore with excitement and noise through the Narrows
in Zion National Park, the young guy on his adaptive bike being assisted onto
the chairlift without any fuss in Whistler or the young adults conquering their
disabilities to enjoy the thrill of riding horses in the United Kingdom… it was
incredibly inspiring and encouraging to see.
I know that we’re doing a lot to support more accessible and inclusive options
for people to enjoy outdoor trails, but I’m encouraged to inspire us all to do
even more.

TECH N OLO GY I S E VO LV ING , EQU IPME NT I S B E ING
A DA P TE D, R E S E A RCH I S INFO R MING A ND L A ND
M A N AG E R S A R E CR E ATING O PPO R TU NITIE S , BUT
CH A N G E FO R THE M INO R IT Y R EQU IR E S THE M A JO R IT Y
TO B E B R AV E IN PUR SU ING O PPO R TU NITIE S FO R THOS E

Adaptive Riders utilising the chairlift at Whistler Bike Park
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WH O A R E THE M OS T COU R AG EOUS .
We also need to get serious about accessibility, by considering opportunities
for those utilising adaptive equipment, those who are new and/or young, those
who are carrying life-long injuries/disease and those who are ageing. We ALL
deserve a place and opportunity in the outdoors and on trails.
Inclusion and accessibility comes down to two things – culture and cultivation.
A community must embrace and value a culture that welcomes and accepts
all people, and it starts with attitudes and actions. Once a culture is in place,
it’s then up to the community culture to cultivate the trails, facilities, resources,
and networks which foster ongoing opportunities for those who have been
marginalised, under-valued or excluded.

Accessible entrance gates which accommodates wheelchairs
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I was really impressed to sit with Darren, the General Manager of Global Bike
Festival, Crankworx to hear more about how Crankworx since it’s early days
has cultivated opportunities through their events to give minorities. Stories
such as young kids having the chance to share a chairlift with pros, or for
women to feel empowered about undertaking the same trails as men, or
giving those with a disability the chance to compete, or better still, providing
an event that welcomes and celebrates all riders, irrespective of age, ability,
gender or otherwise.
Furthermore, the financial burden for many needs to be cultivated to ensure
that while we all appreciate the need to give back, that those who are financially
restricted have other means to generate value back into outdoor trails and
spaces. The most common solution here is to replace fees, whether they be
membership, entry, events or otherwise with volunteer hours of physical,
administration or other in-demand labour. This ensures that critical work is
still being undertaken, while the community also has the chance to continue
growing and thriving through accessibility for all.

HUM A N CO N N EC TIO N TO N ATUR E
Amongst the many conversations I shared with outdoors people from across
the world, it was clear that there was a consistency in approach and a shared
belief that trails should be accessible and available to all people to first protect,
secondly connect with and thirdly thrive in.
I have learnt and appreciated the attitudes of Indigenous cultures both at
home and abroad for their respect and recognition of the beautiful and unique
landscape which identifies both their country and culture. Across their land,
there are numerous ways in which they share it with their people. Indigenous
people have lead the way in demonstrating to all of us that when we truly
understand the value and strength that the outdoors has, the benefits to our
intrinsic health, social cohesion and community wellbeing is significant!
I’ll also never forget the encouragement that Tony Boone shared with me about
the importance of finding balance of nature with Human Nature. The outdoors
offers us so much from a place to reflect and think, to a playground in which we
can explore and adventure, to a classroom from which we can learn and grow,
to a space where we can share in relationship and community. The possibilities
for transformative experiences are genuinely endless.
Furthermore, I love that the outdoors is a place that connects with all people
- no matter your background or circumstance, the outdoors is a place for you.
Where the importance isn’t on the volume of what you can absorb, but the
value in which you can be empowered from.

I R E M A IN CON V INCE D TH AT THE R E I S NO B E T TE R
PL ACE TO CULTIVATE A ND SUS TA IN OUR HOLI S TIC
HE A LTH , TH A N THE OUTDOOR S .

With Darren from Crankwork
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OWNERSHIP &
RESPONSIBILIT Y
When it comes to outdoor trails, ongoing success can only be
achieved when each stakeholder considers that they have a role to
play - whether it be Central (Federal) Government, Local Councils,
Peak Bodies, Commercial Operators, Clubs, Community Groups
and the everyday users themselves. When experiencing thriving
examples of outdoor trails, before stakeholders even get to the trail,
they’re sharing the responsibility to make opportunities happen.
Furthermore, too many of us (myself included) have somehow
attached ourselves to the idea that we’re entitled to everything the
outdoors offers us. Whether it be landscapes, trails, scenic areas,
facilities... without taking responsibility to give back.
Outdoor spaces need our volunteering hours. When it comes to
outdoor recreation maintenance, events, programs, infrastructure
and more, we owe it to the broader community to collectively put
the time in. It’s not about policy or budgets, it’s not about who is
supposed to do or should do, but rather, about ownership.

OWNING OUR OPPOR TUNITIE S , AC TIV ITIE S ,
A S PIR ATION S A ND GOA L S TO M A K E OUR
OUTDOOR S PACE S B E T TE R TH A N WHE N WE
FOUND THE M , SO FUTURE GE NE R ATION S
H AV E A MODE L IN WHICH THE Y C A N
FOLLOW.

Even in the most terrible weather, the outdoors
can still offer the most amazing experiences
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CO LL A BO R ATIO N S
Collaboration when it comes to outdoor trails is no different to many other
circumstances when the need to work together arises. In theory, almost
everyone would support and encourage it, in fact many demand it, but the
practical action is another thing.
The topic of collaboration seemed to arise a lot throughout my Churchill
Adventure – the need for government departments to work together more, for
peak bodies to share resources, for organisations to learn from each other, for
users to better support each other’s interests… just some of the many examples
where collaboration was frequently identified.
The matter of perspective was also one that was continually raised as an
important element to sharing responsibility, as outdoor trails have numerous
stakeholders each with a viewpoint, especially those with formal ownership,
that is worthy of consideration. These stakeholders might include the land
owner, land manager, traditional owners, trail builders, recreational users,
environmental protect bodies, risk and insurance managers and/or
conservation groups.

O PPO R TUNITIE S
Without a doubt, it is clear to me that the best way to generate a sense of
ownership and responsibility is to firstly be clear about what is required to deal
with the ongoing needs of the land and specifically the trails. This ensures
it remains a viable, sustainable and enjoyable place (hopefully in alignment
with a management plan or similar). It’s then about creating expectations
and opportunities for people to take action in a manageable way (both for
the land manager and those who benefit from the land) to contribute
towards outcomes.
These opportunities are ultimately narrowed down to two things – time and
money. How can people contribute with their two greatest commodities to
enable them to first, effectively contribute towards a trail, and second, feel a
sense of ownership and responsibility as a result.

With Mary and Tina from Parks Canada
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IN CE NTIV E S , R ECO G NITIO N & R E SOURCE S

These opportunities might include:
•G
 eneral volunteering opportunities.

I learnt about of a lot of incentives, recognition and resources to support
these opportunities.

•B
 ecoming a volunteer ranger.
•L
 ending a hand with trail building and/or maintenance days.
•J
 oining your local trail association or club.
• I nvesting in local professionals to undertake trail work.

These included:
• Green Payments – instead of financially paying for activities, events or races,
you pay through avenues to improve the outdoor trail. ‘Payment’ might
include planting trees, cleaning up rubbish, cleaning trailhead facilities,
attending a trail day or similar.
• Complimentary Access – in a similar manner to Green Payments, you
could be recognised for a certain level of contribution by being given
complimentary access. This might include event tickets, annual park passes
or waived fees.

•S
 igning petitions.
•P
 aying fees.
•D
 onating funds.

• Recognition – efforts or service could be recognised and appreciated in
front of other members of the community. Clubs can offer certificates,
awards, gifts, or life memberships. At a high level, an outdoor trail may wish
to seek recognition such as the Green Flag award.

•W
 riting grant applications.
•O
 ffering in-kind services or product.
•B
 ringing other like-minded people from the community together.
• I nstalling facilities for the benefit of others.
•S
 haring your perspective and/or experiences in a local publication.

• Resources – land managers, governments or peak bodies can provide
resources to enable avenues and actions for people to take ownership and
responsibility of outdoor trails and spaces. For example, the National Parks
Service in the USA has a comprehensive and informative resources page on
their website.

I think it’s also critical to stress that ownership and responsibility doesn’t just
have to be demonstrated or exercised for your local trails, but for any trail that
you choose to share in.
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ASSETS
Assets and how they are used and maintained is often a reflection of the level
of responsibility and ownership exemplified by trail users. Assets which are well
planned and implemented not only encourage and support the use of trails,
they reflect the culture of sustainability, safety and conservation in that area.
A list of assets and some associated thoughts which reflects responsibility and
ownership that were shared with me are listed below:
•T
 oilets – located away from water sources, encourages Leave No Trace, easy
ability to be cleaned and maintained, option for waste removal to occur.

• Boot Cleaning – great initiative to control spread of weeds, but how valuable
are they if not maintained or promoted. Broken and/or over used stations
don’t set a good example and reinforces the lack of importance.
• Horse/Bike Rails – encourages the use of horse and bikes, ensures safety
when not being ridden and can minimise the potential damage on other
parts of the environment.
• Bike Maintenance Stands – not critical, but can value add to the biking
experience, especially in emergencies. Possibly discourages riders from
being self-sufficient.

•S
 huttle Buses – moves large numbers of people in one vehicle, ensuring
road surface is sufficient to not affect both the immediate environment and
the surrounding land owners.
•S
 ignage – needs to be consistent, informative, current, understandable
and encouraging.
•W
 ater Bottle Refills – reinforces importance of hydration, encourages use of
reusable water bottles.
•A
 ccessible Gates – the outdoors should be a place for all people, not just
those who can hop over difficult to manage stiles.
•M
 aps – rethinking the need for single use paper prints, considering the use
of ‘mankys’, digital maps, apps or other reusable map options.
•C
 arparks – located close enough to trails, but not too close to impede on
the environment, consideration for the livelihoods of the surrounding
community, restrictive capacity to spread the demand of people.
•R
 ubbish Bins – important, but are they needed? Consideration of the effect
on local environment and possible damage to native wildlife. Should people
be encouraged to pack in and then pack out? Encourages Leave No Trace.
Who will pay for or volunteer to empty these bins?
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Trail Assets
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R E M OVA L O F BA R R IE R S - E XPLO R IN G THE
POS S IB ILITIE S O F TH E FUTUR E
It’s clear that Australia is limited by too much red-tape - sadly, you can’t teach
common sense (but we should be able to expect it). People need reminding
that they are ultimately responsible for their decisions and actions and as a
result, endure the consequences. We’re robbing people of their freedom to
explore, adventure, think critically, consider their options and ultimately dig up
the courage to back their decisions, uncertain of the outcome.
The reality is that this growing fear of risk, sued, and/or accident is ultimately
doing us all as human beings, greater harm. We’re at the point where I often
wonder what we can actually do in the outdoors? We need to spread the load,
place greater responsibility on the individual and clarify the legitimate liability
of those who can afford us all opportunities for authentic, risk-considered, funmaking, variable-giving adventures.
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Trail Assets

Hiking up to Angels Landing
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COMMUNICATION
COMMUNIC ATION I S A CRITIC A L PA R T
OF LIFE , A ND I S NO D IFFE RE NT WHE N
IT COME S TO OUTDOOR TR A IL S .
COMMUNIC ATION I S DE LIV E RE D
IN A VA RIE T Y OF WAYS THROUGH
S IGN AGE , M A PS , D IGITA L PL ATFORM S ,
PUB LIC ATION S , SO CIA L ME D IA A ND MORE .
Because of the shared nature of outdoor trails, engaging and
interacting with the local and broader community is critical.
Communication is the medium that enables contribution,
consultation and feedback amongst the community, ultimately
leading to a greater sense of ownership and responsibility. With
their input, it makes understanding matters such as trail planning,
construction, development and usage much more informed, and
hopefully easier.

S IG N AG E
Signage is a common and integral form of communication on outdoor trails
which needs constant updating, oversight and maintenance.

S IGN AGE S HOULD B E CON S I S TE NT, INFOR M ATIV E ,
CUR R E NT, UND E R S TA NDA B LE A ND M OS T
IMPOR TA NTLY, E NCOUR AGING .
Signage allows us the freedom to roam, adventure and explore, while still
reminding, guiding and informing us of information to ensure we return to the
trailhead having had a safe, fun and sustainable time.
When signage is consistent, it’s so much easier to understand. You wrap your
head around what is said once, and then interpreting it thereafter is simple.
Even better is when land managers remain consistent across different locations.
Signage needs to be informative, telling us what we need to know. Often we
need to know more than we think, but it also can’t tell us too much that we
disregard it all together. Critical information includes trail distances, trail ratings,
options to link into other trails, current positioning (for emergencies), cultural or
historical features and facilities such as toilets/carparks.
Currency of signage ensures that detail isn’t outdated. Many signboards are now
being designed to be easily updated because the information is likely to change
(such as the trails map). Parts of the signboards are isolated so that it can be
easily removed and replaced or re-designed with new information to be stuck
over the top.

OUTDOOR TR A IL S A R E FOR A LL PEOPLE , A N D S IGN AGE
MUS T B E WR IT TE N IN A WAY TH AT R E SON ATE S WITH
E V E RYONE , NOT J US T THE HIGHLY E XPE R IE N CE D.

11 0
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This can often include delivering the same message through multiple avenues
(text, photos, illustrations). They also require thought and consideration to
ensure they can be understood. Great signage avoids the jargon, abbreviations
and assumptions.
Lastly, signage must be encouraging. Reinforcing what opportunities do exist,
why they exist and how people can ensure they remain available. Signage
should reflect and influence the behaviour we want to embody. One that
encourages, generates understanding, seeks ownership and reminds us that
the outdoors is a place for all people. Our behaviour should reflect a sense of
responsibility, maturity and awareness and signage in the foundation in which
to create this.

M A PPING

Trailhead signage at Makara Peak Mountain Bike Park

Learning about, understanding and then accessing trail networks in achieved
through good mapping. Maps have come leaps and bounds in recent years, and
there is now so much variety to the humbled paper map. You can now get maps
printed on waterproof paper, maps called ‘mankys’ printed on fabric (doubling
up as a handkerchief or small towel), maps on GPS devices and maps on phone
and/or tablet applications.

WE LLIN G TO N , N EW Z E A L A N D - J U N E 2 01 9

Mankys are my favourite - they don’t rely on battery power, no need to work out
how to fold, quickly shoved in and out of the pocket, won’t rip and great to wipe
the sweat of the face.
Mapping applications and software are also evolving at a rapid pace informing
us of more non-motorised trail opportunities. Google Maps is leading the way,
where in countries like Canada and the USA, their information has advanced to
not just tell you the best route via road, but also include non-motorised paths.
We are also seeing more crowd-sourced applications like Trailforks, Strava,
TrailLink and others proving to be highly sought after by users. Content for each
trail is uploaded via users GPS data and peer reviews. The interest in these apps
is because they are often the most up to date source of information available,
due to the ability for information to be reviewed and provided in real time.

Manky Maps

N EW Z E A L A N D - J UN E 2 01 9
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D IGITA L PL ATFOR M S
The rise of the digital age has been a significant transformation, even in places
where technology is seen to be resisted. The influence of digital applications,
footprints and platforms is adding value to the experience we can have on
outdoor trails.

A S TH E D E V E LO PM E NT O F TECHNO LO GY E VO LV E S ,
WE ’ R E B EGINNING TO S E E G R E ATE R S HIF T S TOWA R DS
A R E LI A N CE O N D IGITA L O PPO R TU NITIE S .
The rise of digital applications isn’t just because they show trail maps. Many
will also offer trail conditions and gradient, reports from past users, log
maintenance requests, share photos/videos and even the opportunity to donate
to (and support) the trails you’ve just walked/ridden. The applications are easily
accessible, often eliminating confusion and better still providing assurances.

We’re starting to see more and more digital platforms creating opportunities to
simply bring people together for a variety of outdoor-based purposes. Whether
through social media, meet up groups or specifically designed apps, these
platforms are making it much simpler, easier and less restrictive for groups of
people (sometimes completely unknown to each other) to come together and
share in outdoor experiences together.
Land managers are also appreciating the relevance of digital connectivity and
the value crowd-based marketing (influence) can have on appealing to and
attracting people to that particular location. It was not uncommon to not only
have a mobile data connection in many outdoor landscapes across my travels,
but also the opportunity to connect into a specific wifi network provided by the
land manager, encouraging me to digitally share my experiences in the hope
that it might resonate with others who are connected to me.

For stakeholders such as land managers, activity operators, peak bodies and
other organisations looking to stay connected with their community, a digital
footprint is an important element to maintaining communication. In today’s
world, it ensures they stay relevant, engaged and on top of things. Furthermore,
it provides these organisations with a platform from which they can advocate,
profile, support, fundraise, mobilise, recognise and/or consult. Social media is a
very powerful tool on this front.
Digital platforms also provide an opportunity for people to share about
issues that matter in the outdoors. From personal perspectives, organisational
standards and recognised industry codes. It isn’t difficult to find a variety
of information and opinion being delivered through a diversity of web-based
platforms.

With Brent from Trailforks & Front Lines MTB Podcast
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PUB LIC ATION S
Publications continue to remain critical to trails because for the many who
engage in everything that the outdoors offers, whether it be recreation,
conservation, land management or otherwise often does so in a volunteer,
part time, infrequent or shared capacity.

TH E OUTDOO R S IN A UNI QU E WAY I S A BUS Y PL ACE ,
FU LL OF M A N Y PEO PLE , WITH A LOT GO ING O N A ND
A H UG E A M OUNT O F AC TI V IT Y TO K E E P U P WITH .
PU B LI C ATIO N S A R E THE BACK BO NE TO K E E PING
E V E RYON E INFO R M E D A ND E NGAG E D.

Publications also offer organisations a place to centralise their message and
strengthen their brand, and I met with many organisations who were still
sharing the distribution between print and digital to ensure that no one
was missed. Publications strengthen an organisations presence and value
in outdoor trails and spaces by sharing information and knowledge and
staying relevant and known in what can often be a saturated communication
environment.
The diversification of publications is growing with a culmination of newsletters,
published magazines, emails, forums, social media groups, webinars, podcasts,
hashtags and video blogs to name just the popular ones. Most importantly,
the options ensure that people from all walks of life continue to have a point of
indirect communication with outdoor trails.

RO LE O F SO CIA L M E D IA
Social media has come to play a prominent role for not just individuals but
organisations when it comes to communication about outdoor trails. It was
continually raised with me throughout my adventures that social media was
having unprecedented effects, especially in typically unknown destinations.
The unprecedented reach of social media had meant that controlling messages
had become almost impossible and that awareness of issues, access to new
areas and the identification of opportunities was growing exponentially.
Through its organic community based nature, everyday people are now able
to bring attention and awareness to unknown locations, issues, equipment
and organisations.

With Suzanne, Amy and Yvonne from the Rails to Trails Conservancy Team
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ENTERPRISE
The creation of enterprising opportunities is another integral part
of increasing the success and sustainability of outdoor trails. Jamie
Stewart from the Federated Mountain Clubs in New Zealand was
the first of many throughout my travels to reinforce to me that
trails can be the tipping point for business, infrastructure and/or
the broader community.
Trails absolutely improve economies, but simultaneously, economies
support trails. Whether it be through hospitality, tourism,
accommodation, postal, retail, professional services, health and
medical… there is a wealth of enterprising opportunities connected
to trails.

BUS IN E S S PA R TN E R S HIPS
There are many commercial partnerships being established which are
connected to outdoor trails across every country that I visited. The opportunity
for business and trails to align their values and interests creates new and
also consolidates established trails. The challenge for business is to propose
opportunities that sustains the conservation of the natural environment while
also conveying that a return on the investment is possible.
From the high level partnerships the New Zealand Department of Conservation
has established with Toyota and Air New Zealand, to the industry bike-specific
partnerships that Bike Park Whistler has established, to the naming rights of
trails being offered in the UK, the return and recognition appears to be more
than worth the investment.

Trail strategy or plans would in fact be ill-informed without the
consideration of the enterprise opportunities associated with it.

TR A IL S A ND ECONOMIE S MUS T WORK
TO GE THE R B EC AUS E THE Y AT TR AC T,
B E NE FIT A ND SUPPOR T E ACH OTHE R
FOR THE B E T TE R .

With Alistair from New Zealand Department of Conservation

WE LLIN G TO N , N EW Z E A L A N D - J U N E 2 01 9
Trails can and should be the winner in these circumstances, as the partnership
benefits can be agreed upon and funding can be negotiated to deliver on work
that other funding sources can’t.
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R E TA ILE R S

R EGIO N S/ TOUR I S M

Retail is a tough market but the retailers abroad that existed as co-ops often
thrived, as they facilitated a experience for their members based on collective
assistance, beyond just sales.

Shaun from Bridge8 in Edinburgh reminded me that often our best adventures
are ones that happen in our backyard. We need to be doing as much as we can
to support our local opportunities as well as go adventuring across other parts
of the world. The impact and influence that regional tourism has on outdoor
trails can never be underestimated.

At Canada’s Mountain Equipment Co—op (MEC) and the United States REI Coop, I appreciated that as a retailer, they would often be a first point of call for
someone looking to head outdoors (for possibly the first time). They also took
the risks in stocking an expansive range of outdoor equipment and brands.
But what really grabbed my attention is that not only did they offer equipment
backed up by knowledgeable staff, they also provided opportunities such
as ‘hire before you buy’, community notice boards for recreation groups to
promote their opportunities, 2nd hand gear sales and even structured monthly
programs designed for first timers.

12 0

OUTDOOR TR A IL S COULD CE R TA INLY B E NE F IT M OR E
FROM S PECIF IC M A R K E TING E FFOR T S TO AT TR AC T
PEOPLE OUT INTO WILD E R NE S S A R E A S TO E XPE R IE N CE
TR A IL S .
Better efforts can also be made to promote trails beyond the hype of the wellknown outdoor based attractions towards the ‘trails less travelled’.

Parks Project apparel - profits support projects in parks

With Shaun from Bridge8
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The most important thing outdoor adventurers can do is support the local
communities in which they visit to keep them alive. This is critical here in
Australia in comparison to many other countries, such is the nature of how
vast and spread out our landscape is.
There’s a few ideas I gathered which can assist a local community:
•L
 ocal Business can take part in a Local Currency Initiative – for example in
the Lake District in the UK, they have established their own local currency.
Lake District Pounds are worth the same as Sterling pounds. But only
unique, local, independent businesses accept the LD£, so you know you’re
supporting the community while you spend. It costs nothing to swap your
cash for LD£ and if you keep a few LD£ notes as souvenirs (with exciting
new designs to collect every year) your money goes straight towards
local projects that care for our communities and preserve our precious
landscapes. Learn more - www.lakedistrictpound.com

E M PLOY M E NT
For those looking to get their employment experience underway, the diversity
of entry level jobs is endless. Opportunities in customer service, guiding,
operations, sales, administration, instructing, retail, hospitality... from Adelaide to
wherever in the world you’d like to seek adventure. The outdoors doesn’t need
to be your career, but speaking from experience, at the least, it certainly can
help shape your future.

•R
 esupply in the Local Community – instead of collecting all your items for
your trip in the big cities or towns, opt to resupply your items in the town in
which you’re visiting. This way you can spend already committed money in
the local economy. If you’re concerned about cost or availability, call ahead
and place an order. On most occasions, you’ll likely get better service, the
costs will be minimally different (if not better because you’ve pre-ordered)
and it’ll be a lot faster to collect as they’ll have it all ready for you when
you arrive.
• I nject into the Local Economy – explore the local community in which your
trail either starts from or passes through. The excitement of these places
is you can never be sure what you’ll find. It might be a café, a gift shop, an
op shop or something completely unique. If something grabs your interest,
then a little financial injection will go a long way.
•P
 urchase Local Equipment – this one is more of a local suggestion on a
national level, but we should also be encouraged to buy our outdoor gear
locally. We have many great Australian Outdoor brands, who create items
specifically for our unique environments. They deserve our support. We Are
Explorers has put a fantastic blog together of what it means to buy local
here - www.weareexplorers.co/get-your-arse-into-aussie-gear

12 2
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One of the many car park food trucks that I benefited from
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S K Y LIN E ROTO RUA
It was great to hear stories from Rachel from Skyline in Rotorua about how
they were regularly offering young people an opportunity to kick start their
working lives in their small town of 60,000 people. What a great place to begin,
a destination for people who come a visit from all over the world, where major
events like Crankworx are held and where the opportunities to experience a
range of skills from administration, hospitality, retail, mechanics and of course
outdoor recreation. I was really impressed to learn about this supportive
‘starting place’ culture, one that often translates into many years of consistent
and come-and-go employment. Having the chance to enjoy some of the
activities and the restaurant at Skyline, it was easy to see this culture reflected in
the attitudes of staff I engaged with.
Trails can also benefit employees in return as the holistic health benefits of
trails has a huge influence and impact on many people. If local business are
investing in trails, they’re not just investing in the community, but directly into
the wellbeing of their own employees. If their employees are feeling supported,
embraced and excited about their local community outside of their work hours,
it’s very likely their connection to their work place is therefore enhanced.
Strategic public servants are also seeing the connection between high level
government priorities such as employment figures and the opportunities for
experience and skill development in the outdoors.

With Rachel from Skyline
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N ATION A L PA R K S S E RV ICE YOUTH PRO GR A M S

E V E NT S

I had the chance to meet with George, the Program Lead for Youth Programs
from the National Parks Service in the United States who shared with me
about numerous opportunities where the current administration was bringing
together funding and opportunities in public lands to provide young people
with employment, internships, volunteering, pathway programs and summer
programs.

Events, organised for varying purposes, are fantastic opportunities to attract
new audiences and bring together existing members of the outdoors
community. They are also a fantastic way, if organised and run well, to inject
into and promote the local economy.

Through these options, young people are being offered the chance to develop
employability skills, have impacting work-based experiences and network with
potential employers out on the trail in a very hands on and different kind of way.
These opportunities allow young people the chance to combine adventure,
learning, service and leadership to ultimately become community stewards
of their outdoor trails. The real value was that the outdoors allows young
people a place to grow themselves, through self-reflection, conversation and
consideration about what’s next. It provides them with a foundation to either
kick start or make their next decisions in regards to their career.

I’ve experienced outdoor events including open days, come and try workshops,
multi-day expeditions, project or program launches, working bees and many
more. I’ve also competed in and attended competitions, which attract bigger
and diverse crowds because of the interest and connection to the achievements
and athletes involved.
Events can benefit trails through a range of opportunities, some of which I
noted include:
• Attracting new audiences to new locations.
• An opportunity to showcase trails to existing audiences, raising
awareness of future opportunities and challenges, raising the profile
of trails less travelled.
• Recognition of culture and history associated with the particular
outdoor trails, allowing people the chance to connect with the land
and it’s past stories.
• A platform to engage the broader community, specifically businesses
in understanding or relating with the value that trails and the people
associated with them can offer.
• Promotes growth/change in outdoor activities – demonstrating that
trails are a place for all and that accessibility for all is possible.
• Events can maximise the efforts of the local community through a
concentration of peoples time, money and resources.
• A place to promote opportunities for people to sign up and take more
involvement, responsibility and/or ownership of the trails.

With George from National Parks Service
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UCI MOUNTA IN B IK E WOR LD CUP
IN LE N Z E RHE IDE , SWIT Z E R L A N D
I had the chance to attend the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup in Lenzerheide,
Switzerland and while the focus is on the world-class racing and the attention
on the international athletes, what stood out to me were the opportunities
and activations which supported the event. Leveraging off the interest the
event generates, the level of interest rises as they get the chance to learn more
about their equipment from brands in attendance, consider options such as
training, insurance and other possibilities from businesses and hear more about
opportunities to go riding from tour companies and community organisations
in attendance. I even took the chance to volunteer at the event, which allowed
me the chance to meet other like-minded people from across the world,
making new friends, learning about new opportunities and leaving inspired for
the next event.
Events can also be challenging, considerations include:

At the finish line of the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup

LE N Z E R H E ID E , SWIT Z E R L A N D - AUGUS T 2 01 9

•A
 n often risky investment of costs, with often limited guarantees on an
audience and an unknown return on time and funds.
•T
 he saturation of people in one place and one particular time. Outdoor trails
and their local communities are better served with interest across the 52
weeks of the year.
•A
 chieving the ideal crowd size - too little and it feels like the event has
flopped, too many and the event loses its ability to resonate with those
in attendance.
•T
 he costs, challenges and responsibility associated with risk, liability
and insurance.

With Rafael who built the Downhill Trail for the World Cup
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RECOMMENDATIONS
TH E TOUR AOTE A ROA
The Kennett Brothers run a bi-annual event, the Tour Aotearoa. A 3,000km bike
ride that connects many of New Zealand/Aotearoa’s great bike trails (many
of which are both shared-trails as well as being off-road) from the top of the
North Island to the bottom of the South Island. At it’s core, it’s an unstructured
gathering of unknown people, but what it achieves is phenomenal. It brings
people of all ages, abilities and backgrounds together, it affords them a chance
to meet and build relationship, to share in a once in a lifetime experience. Better
still, it supports regional towns, showcases unknown destinations, and reminds
people that the world is often bigger than they remember it. Over the journey,
lives are being changed, unforgettable memories made and most importantly,
community is strengthened. All because a few hundred people choose to go for
a ride through New Zealand/Aotearoa’s beautiful outdoors.

To summarise all my learnings, reflections, observations
and conversations mean, I would love to offer these three
recommendations below.
Let’s increase the value of community in outdoor trails!:
• Recognising that developing, supporting and maintaining trail users and
groups is as important as the trail networks themselves.
• Offer more places and spaces for people to connect, share, learn and
grow together.
• Create multi-lateral opportunities to support one another – recreationally
(activities), economically (business/enterprise) and socially (relationships).
• Remind ourselves of the importance that if we value something, we should
invest in it – either with our money or our time.

Create more opportunities for inclusion, diversity & accessibility:
• The outdoors should be a place for ALL people.
• Adapt and transition between generational differences, appreciating the
experiences of the past and accepting the new perspectives of the future.
• Explore and undertake more offerings and opportunities to take
risks, develop new ideas, create memories – whether it be a program,
business, expedition.
• Recognition that everyone is on their own personal journey,
especially in the outdoors.
• Facilitate opportunities for diversity to be brought together in harmony –
irrespective of background, experience, ability, gender, age or otherwise.
With Jonathan from the Kennett Brothers
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• Consideration towards both practical (signage, trails) and cultural
(acceptance, shared) improvements.
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Shape a future with shared and experiential approaches:
• Continue to explore opportunities to allow outdoor experiences to challenge
and then influence traditional forms of education and learning, not just for
young people, but all people.
• Engage people in all components of trails – recreation, enterprise, trail building,
conservation, cultural recognition and others as relevant to each trails location.
• Consider how trails can play a role in overcoming broader community-based
challenges such as unemployment, health, rehabilitation and climate change.
• Present pathways for experiential, hands-on, practical, real world learning.
Providing an equalised platform to allow diversity to share together. Especially
those who have been marginalised from exposure to outdoor experiences.
• Our society’s challenges of unemployment, health, isolation can be positively
influenced and affected by outdoor experiences.
• Trails can be the starting point for exampling a more adventurous, communal,
sustainable and healthy world.

Beyond these recommendations, I would also like to pose some guiding
questions for further consideration. These include:
1. What will it take for users groups to collaboratively work together, in the
interests of trails as a collective?
2. How can we realign the Government’s role in outdoor trails to encourage
greater community participation, ownership and responsibility?
3. What can be done to further enhance educational pathways to foster
greater community spirit in students through outdoor trail management,
stewardship and maintenance?
4. What needs to happen to increase non-motorised trail networks in both
urban and regional areas to improve both transportation and recreation?
5. How can we facilitate greater opportunities, backed with stable start-up
support, for enterprising opportunities to thrive and benefit from trails?
6. In thinking about entry-level opportunities, what can we do in regards to
establishing more facilities and services to encourage more people to start
utilising trails?
7. How do we create shifts in pedagogy and approaches so that we can
appreciate the outdoors as a learning space where the outcomes of some/
all experiences may be unknown?
8. There is no substitute for face-to-face engagement in outdoor spaces/trails.
Furthermore, education always prevails over-policing when seeking to
inform the public. How can we justify this expenditure for trails?
9. What is the current role of Nature-Based Tourism on our shared trails?
10. Where do or can opportunities exist for investment, contribution and
philanthropy towards outdoor trails?
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CONCLUSION

DISSEMINATION

I’m both incredibly grateful and proud of my Churchill Adventure in that I look
back on my eight weeks abroad knowing that I gave the opportunity everything
I had. In many ways, I feel like I gathered as many answers as I am now asking
myself new questions. The outdoors isn’t always a place for conclusions, rather
it’s a place of ongoing exploration and adventure and I felt that my Churchill
Adventure reflects this.

Through our collective experiences and understanding, I look forward to
collaborating, discussing and/or advising on outdoor trail matters with decisionmakers, Government departments, peak representative bodies, land-owners,
clubs, community groups and local businesses.

WHE THE R YOU ’ R E A WA LK E R ,
BUS HWA LK E R , MOUNTA IN B IK E R ,
C YCLI S T, HOR S E RIDE R , TR A IL RUNNE R
OR WHOE V E R YOU M AY B E WITH A
CONNEC TION TO OUTDOOR TR A IL S , I
S INCE R E LY HOPE TH AT IN ONE WAY OR
A NOTHE R YOU H AV E B E E N A B LE TO TA K E
SOME THING AWAY FROM M Y RE FLEC TION S .
I wish for nothing more than for this report to ignite further inspiration and
passion to continually seek out opportunities, experiences and memories to
ensure that outdoor trails remain a place where we can share together, in
whatever form that may look like.
To do so, we need strategic conversations, ones that reflect on the past,
embrace today and act for the future. We need to think creatively about how
opportunities can be self-sustained and who will step up to see them through.
We must reimagine what collectives of people coming together for communal
impact will require and most importantly, we need to ensure that everyone, no
matter who they are, is considered and/or included in the solutions.
As my report has highlighted, there is certainly a lot to be discussed on
the matters of shared trails, whether it be recognition of First Nations, the
connection of trail networks, the evidence and intentional of trails, awareness
of sustainability and conservation, the culture of community, valuing holistic
health, taking ownership and responsibility, engaging in communication and/or
creating new enterprise and economic opportunities. And excitingly, that’s only
to get us started!
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I ’ M OPE N TO S H A RING WITH OTHE R S
IN WH ATE V E R ME A N S I S AVA IL A B LE TO
E NCOUR AGE S H A R E D A PPROACHE S A ND
GOOD S TEWA RDS HIP OF OUR OUTDOOR
TR A IL S .
Whether it be through:
• Meeting with existing or new stakeholders.
• Exploring trails and uncovering opportunities and experiences.
• Published articles in community or mainstream media.
• Podcasts and recording other interviews.
• Presentations - meetings, conferences, speeches.
• Participating in outdoor events, competitions and expos.
• Media coverage and contributions.
The opportunities are endless new and improved shared experiences if we’re
prepared to be bold and brave. I look forward to progressive discussions that are
loaded with optimism and backed with courage.
There is no doubt in my mind that further research is needed when it comes to
maximising shared trails. But more importantly, further communication and
collaboration is what will be critical for its ongoing success.
Many relationships both at home and abroad have only just begun and I
hope to continue to build these in the months and years ahead. I’m excited
to continue being the best steward of outdoor trails that I can be through
protecting, connecting and thriving with both the people and environment
around
me.
Churchill Fellowship Repor t | B en Trewren
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CONNECTIONS
Types of people/organisations I connected with:
• Government Ministers and their Departments

INTE R N ATIO N A L CO N N EC TIO N S
New Zealand
1. Jamie Stewart, Board Member, Federated Mountain Clubs

• National Parks

2. Anthony Edmonds, Board Member, Wellington Trails Trust

• Government Agencies

3. Asher Wilson-Goldman, Communications Manager, Walking Access Commission
Ara Hīkoi Aotearoa

• User Clubs (e.g. Bushwalking Clubs)
• Trail Associations

4. Rosanne Stewart, Senior Strategy and Investment Advisor –
Heritage and Visitors Unit, Te Papa Atawhai – Department of Conservation

• Trail Builders

5. Alastair Johnstone, Principal Strategy and Investment Advisor Heritage and Visitors, Te Papa Atawhai – Department of Conservation

• Land Owners and Managers
• Conservancy/Friends Groups

6. Karl Nesbitt, Parks and Open Spaces Programme Manager,
Recreation Aotearoa

• Community Organisations

7. Janet Purdey, General Manager, Nga Haerenga The NZ Cycle Trail
8. Jonathan Kennett, Kennett Brothers & NZ Transportation Agency

• Media

9. Pete Masters, Chairman, Bike Taupo (and the Bike Taupo Team)

• Peak Bodies

10. Garth Oakden, Founder/Owner, Tongariro River Rafting
11. Julianne Wilkinson, Recreation & Open Spaces Manager,
Rotorua Lakes Council
12. Damian Clarke, Trail Manager, Rotorua Trails Trust
13. Mark Weatherall, Chief Executive, Te Araroa Trust – New Zealands Trail
14. Gaz Sullivan, Owner/Founder, NZO Active
15. Rachel Leinhardt, Sales and Marketing Executive, Skyline Rotorua
16. Fiona Ryder, Outdoor Projects Manager, Recreation Aotearoa
17. Rob McGee, Head of Active Recreation, Auckland Council
18. Dot Dalziell, Regiona l Field Advisor - Auckland, New Zealand Walking
Access Commission
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Canada

United States of America

19. D
 erek Priestley, Section Manager, Park Operations, City of North Vancouver

36. Morgan Steel, Executive Director, Tahoe Rim Trail Association

20. L
 éon Lebrun, Southwest Regional Director, Trails BC

37. The team at Over the Edge - Tahoe

21. B
 rent Hillier, Host of Front Lines MTB Podcast and Community
Manager, Trailforks

38. Adonia Ripple, Director of Yosemite Operations, Yosemite Conservancy

22. Kevin Titus, Alpine Club Canada - Whistler

39. Zach Almaguer, Marketing Manager, Zion National Park Forever Project
40. Tony Boone, Director, Tony Boone Trails

23. A
 listair McCrone, Recreation Officer - Sea to Sky District, Recreation Sites
and Trails BC
24. Mitch Sulkers, Alpine Ranger, Resort Municipality of Whistler
25. Dale Mikkelsen, President, Whistler Off Road Cycling Association
26. Allison Macdonald, Parks and Trails Coordinator, Squamish-Lillooet
Regional District
27. Lorne Russell, Supervisor Parks and Trails, Resort Municipality of Whistler
28. Darren Kinnaird, General Manager, Crankworx
29. Eric Baron, Product Development Officer - Visitor Experience, Banff National Park
30. Tina Barzo, Leader of Volunteer Engagement, Banff National Park
31. Mary Benjamin, Visitor Experience Product Development Officer (Infrastructure),
Banff National Park
32. Diane Bures, Director of Consumer Marketing, Banff & Lake Louise Tourism
33. Chad Townsend, Environmental Manager, Town of Banff
34. PH Gagnon, Engineering Coordinator, Town of Banff
35. Katarina Graves, Planning Intern, Town of Banff

41. Greg Seabloom, Capital Improvement Projects Coordinator, City of Boulder Open
Spaces and Mountain Parks
42. Alison Ecklund, Community Relations Coordinator, City of Boulder Open Spaces
and Mountain Parks
43. Brian Anacker, Science Officer, City of Boulder Open Spaces and Mountain Parks
44. Susy Alkaitis, Deputy Director, Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics
45. Asa Firestone, CEO, Boulder Adventure Lodge
46. Wendy Sweet, Operations Manager, Boulder Mountain Bike Alliance
47. Amy Kapp, Editorial Director & Editor-in-Chief of Rails to Trails,
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
48. Suzanne Matyas, Marketing & Social Media Manager, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
49. Yvonne Mwangi, Trail Development and TrailLink Coordinator,
Rails to Trails Conservancy
50. Rita Hennessy, Program Lead, Wild and Scenic Rivers & National Trails Systems,
US National Park Service
51. Bob Ratcliffe, Division Chief - Conservation and Outdoor Recreation,
US National Park Service
52. Stephan Nofield, Deputy Chief of Conservation and Outdoor Recreation
Programs & National Leader for Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance
Program, US National Parks Service
53. George McDonald, Program Lead, Youth Programs; Liaison - Youth Engagement
in Parks/Recreation, US National Parks Service
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54. Stephen Morris, Chief - Office of International Affairs, US National Park Service

73. Joe Williams, Business Development Manager, Cicerone Press

55. Heather Passcier, US National Park Service

74. Niall Shannon, Network Engagement Manager - Network Development,
Sustrans Scotland

56. Laurie Potteiger, Information Services Manager, Appalachian Trail Conservancy
57. Anne Baker, Landscape Partnership Manager, Appalachian Trail Conservancy
58. Jordan Bowman, Communications Manager, Appalachian Trail Conservancy
59. Sarah Shaffer, Harpers Ferry-Bolivar Trail & Town Alliance (HFBT&TA) President,
Appalachian Trail Ambassador for Bolivar, WV and Rations Café owner
60. James Smyle, chair of Flip Flop Festival, Appalachian Trail Ambassador for
Harpers Ferry, past chair of HFBT&TA,
61. Michael Fray, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, Community Volunteer
Ambassador
62. Chris Brunton, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club district manager, B&B Owner
63. Chris Craig, past chair of HFBT&TA
64. Steve Paradis, Bolivar Town Council member
65. Dave Tarasevich, Visitor Services Representative, Appalachian Trail Conservancy

United Kingdom
66. Andrew Hall, Campaigns and Communications Officer, Campaign
for National Parks
67. Paul Hamblin, Executive Director, National Parks England
68. Stephen Russell, Policy and Advocacy Officer, The Ramblers
69. Fiona Blackley, Programme Manager – Neighbourhoods and Networks, Sustrans
70. Carl Greenman, ’50 things’ Product Development Manager, National Trust UK
71. Penelope Chapple, Outdoors Experiences Manager, National Trust UK
72. Chris Loynes, Reader and Principle Researcher, University of Cumbria and
Director, Threshold Consulting

75. Mark Shields, Comms Officer, Sustrans Scotland
76. Lucy Clarke, Lenka Sukenikova and Laura White, Network Coordinators,
Sustrans Scotland
77. F
 iona Murray, Visitor Partnerships Manager, Forestry and Land Scotland
78.Bridget Jones, Strategic Paths and Projects Manager, Scottish Natural Heritage

Switzerland
79.Jacqueline Odermatt, Event Manager, UCI MTB World Cup Lenzerheide
80. Rafael Rhyner, Co-Owner and Trail Builder of UCI MTB World Cup
Lenzerheide, Trailworks Biketrails & Wanderwege GmbH
Not-Specified
• Specialized Experience Centre Boulder

• Patagonia - Boulder

• University Cycles - Boulder

• Bikepark Wales

• REI - Las Vegas

• Banff Trail Riders

• REI - Boulder
• The North Face - Las Vegas

Unavailable, non-responsive or declined my invitation to meet.
• Project for Public Spaces (US)
• US Forest Service (US)
• Lakes District National Park (UK)
• BikePark Wales (UK)
• Sierra Club (US)

14 0
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• Whistler Mountain Bike Park

• International Mountain Bike Association
(US)

• International Mountain Bike Association
(Canada)
• National Park Foundation (US)
• National Park Conservation Association
(USA)
• Pacific Crest Trail Association (US)

AUS TR A LIA N CO NNEC TION S
19. Jill Woodlands, Amongst it Coordinator, Nature Conservation Society of
South Australia

1. Alex Green, CEO, Outward Bound
2. Ann Lavender, wife of Terry Lavender

20. J
 ulie Fiedler, Horse SA

3. Anthea Shem, Office for Recreation, Sport & Racing

22. Louise Alderson, Office for Recreation, Sport & Racing

5. Bridgette, Doudy, Senior Engagement Advisor – National Parks, Community
Engagement Branch, Department for Environment and Water

23. Matthew Ackland, AMLR Trails Officer, Department for Environment and
Water - AMLR

6. Chris Thomas, Program Manager - Parks and Resource Protection, Department for
Environment and Water SA

24. Melanie Sjoberg, President, Friends of Heysen Trail

7. Christian Haag, Bike SA

25. Andrew Moylan, Forestry SA
26. Nick Bowman, Director, Destination Trails

8. Chris Bushell, President, South Australia Recreational Trails
9. Clare Anderson, Owner, Anderson Hill Winery
10. Craig Grocke, Regional Development Australia (Barossa, Gawler, Light,
Adelaide Plains),
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21. Kain Gardner, Project Manager and Trail Consultant, Trailscapes

4. Brett Simes, Senior Policy & Project Officer, Department for Environment
and Water SA

27. G
 reg Boundy, Executive Officer, Walking SA
28. Peter Stokes, Project Manager - Trails - Project and Asset Services Unit Parks and Regions, Department for Environment and Water
29. Andrew Davey, Bushwalking Australia

11. Hon. David Spiers, Minister for Environment and Water, Government of
South Australia

30. Damian McCrohan, President, Rail Trails

12. D
 enise Cox, Chief Operating Officer, Mountain Bike Australia

31. David Heard, Paddle SA

13. Stu Ferenci, Executive Officer, Recreation SA

32. Sarah Sutter, CEO, Nature Play SA

14. Geoffrey Brown, Special Events Coordinator, Bike SA

33. Scott Polley, UniSA

15. Glen Scholz, Principal Advisor Evaluation / Inland Aquatic Ecology,
Department for Environment and Water

34. Sean Benz, Department for Environment and Water - AMLR
35. Shane Coppin, CEO, Mountain Bike Australia

16. Grant Pelton, Group Executive Director for Parks and Regions, Department
for Environment and Water

36. Tim Savage, Australian Hiker

17. Ian Heard, Paddle SA

37. Will Rischbieth, Owner/Operator, Will Ride

18. Heather Miller, Project Manager - Cycling Master Plan for Melrose, Bike Melrose

38. Will Dobud, True North Expeditions
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TR AVEL DIARY
OV E RV IEW

📆 60 days
🗺 7 countries 🗣 72 organisations/people met with
🛫 14 airports
✈️ 43,873kms flown
🚉 1,139kms bus/train
🚙 4,650kms driven
👟 445kms trail walked/ridden
👣 1,307,030 steps taken
⛑ 6 crashes/injuries
❄️ -4C on 20/6 at Taupo, NZ
☀️ 47C on 15/7 at Hoover Dam, USA
🐻 4 bears sighted

HIGHLIGHT S
• Paddle Tongariro River
• Earthquake with a magnitude of 3.8 felt in Rotorua
• Mountain Bike in Whakarewarewa Forest
• Zipline from Blackcomb to Whistler Mountain
• Mountain Bike in Whistler Bike Park
• Horse Ride along Bow River in Banff
• Hike through Yosemite Valley
• Hike up to Angels Landing
• Hike through The Narrows
• Walk along the Highline
• Hike Appalachian Trail from Maryland to West Virginia
Riding a Segway on forest trails

• Walk Bristol to Bath Shared Path

G R I Z DA LE FO R E S T, U K , AUGU S T 2 01 9

• Mountain Bike in Bikepark Wales

• Hike to 4 Waterfalls in Waterfall Country, Brecon Beacons
• Hike up to Pen Y Fan
• Segway in Grizedale Forest

14 4
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DAY-BY-DAY RECAP
16 JUNE
17 JUNE

WE LLIN G TO N (TR AV E L)

22 JUNE

Fly: Adelaide - Auckland - Wellington

Drive: Taupo to Rotorua

WE LLIN G TO N

Drove around Lake Taupo

Met with Jamie from Federated Mountain Clubs and
Anthony from Wellington Trails Trust

Visited Crater Mountain Bike Park
Visited Huka Falls

Sunset from the summit of Mt Victoria
18 JUNE

WE LLIN G TO N

Mountain E-Biked in Redwoods Forest Mountain Bike Park
23 JUNE

Met with Asher from Walking Access Commission Ara
Hīkoi Aotearoa, Rosanne & Alastair from Department of
Conservation and Karl from Recreation Aotearoa

Caught up on Blog Writing
Visited Whakarewarewa The Living Maori Village
Ate a Thermal Hangi Pie and Corn Cob

Took a ride on the Wellington Cable Car

Adventured through Redwoods Treewalk
24 JUNE

Dinner at Skyline Stratosfare Restaurant

Visited the Te Papa Museum
Hiked up Makara Peak (MTB Park) to watch the sunset
L A K E TAU PO

Spent the night at the Polynesian Spa
25 JUNE

VA N COU V E R ( TR AV E L)
Drive: Rotorua to Auckland

Drive: Wellington to Taupo

Met with Fiona from Recreation Aetearoa, Rob from
Auckland Council and Dot from Walking Access Commission

Explored Tongariro National Park
Met with Pete from Bike Taupo and the Bike Taupo Team
21 JUNE

ROTO RUA
Met with Julianne from Rotorua Lakes Council, Damian from
Rotorua Trails Trust, Mark from Ta Araoa Trail, Gaz from NZO
Active and Rachel from Skyline Rotorua

WE LLIN G TO N
Met with Janet from The NZ Cycle Trail and Jonathan from
Kennett Brothers & NZ Transportation Agency

20 JUNE

ROTO RUA

Visits to Gordon’s Outdoor and Bivouac Retail Stores

Visited New Zealand Parliament and watched Question Time
19 JUNE

ROTO RUA

Visited Bivouac & North Face Auckland Retail Stores

L A K E TAU PO

Flight: Auckland to Vancouver

Met with Garth from Tongariro River Rafting
Mountain E-Biked the Tongariro River Loop
White Water Rafted the Tongariro River
Hiked part of the Timber Trail

Visited MEC North Vancouver Retail Store
26 JUNE

VA N COU V E R
Walked the North Vancouver Trails
Met with Derek from City of North Vancouver and Leon from
Trails BC
Visited Granville Island Markets

14 6
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27 J U N E

28 JUNE

VA N COU V E R

3 J U LY

Met with Brent from Front Lines MTB Podcast and Trailforks

Fly: Vancouver to Calgary

Explored Grouse Mountain

Bus: Calgary to Banff

Walked through Capilano Suspension Bridge Park

Ate ‘Beaver Tails’

WH I S TLE R

Visited Bow River Falls

Bus: Vancouver to Whistler

Rode the Banff Gondola

Rode the Peak 2 Peak Gondola

Spent the night at Banff Upper Hot Pools

Visited North Face & Patagonia Whistler Retail Stores

4 J U LY

Met with Kevin from Alpine Club Canada - Whistler and
Alistair from Recreation Sites and Trails BC
29 JUNE

5 J U LY

Horse Ride along the Bow River Trail
Visited the Banff Cave & Basin

Mountain Biked in Whistler Mountain Bike Park

Visited Banff Centre - Mountain Film & Book Festival

Ziplined the Ziptrek Sasquatch from Blackcomb to Whistler
Mountain

Bus: Banff to Calgary

WH I S TLE R

6 J U LY

My wife Maddie arrives
Visited the Golden Gate Bridge

Hiked to Rainbow Lake and Hanging Pass (along 22 Mile
Creek)

Visited REI Sacramento Retail Store

VA N COU V E R

Drove through Donner’s Pass

Met with Dale from Whistler Off Road Cycling Association,
Allison from Squamish Lillooet Regional District, Lorne from
Resort Municipality of Whistler and Darren from Crankworx

Intersected the Pacific Crest Trail

Visited Coastal Culture Retail Store
Bus: Whistler to Vancouver

14 8

L A K E TA H O E
Fly: Banff to San Francisco

Spent the day with Mitch from Resort Municipality of
Whistler

2 J U LY

C A LGA RY
Met with Tina from Parks Canada

WH I S TLE R
Hiked around Whistler Summit including the Skybridge &
Ravens Eye

1 J U LY

BA N FF
Met with Eric, Tina and Mary from Parks Canada, Chad, PH
and Katarina from Town of Banff and Diane from Banff &
Lake Louise Tourism

WH I S TLE R
Mountain Biked in Whistler Mountain Bike Park

30 JUNE

BA N FF

7 J U LY

L A K E TA H O E
Visited Over the Edge - Tahoe Bike Shop
Met with Morgan from Tahoe Rim Trail Association
Had dinner at Chicken in a Barrell BBQ
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8 J U LY

YOS E M ITE N ATI O N A L PA R K

1 0 J U LY

Hiked the Kaibab Trail to Cedar Ridge for Sunrise

Drove through Yosemite from East Gate

Hiked parts of Grand Canyon South Rim

Hiked to Lower Yosemite Falls

Watched the Sunset from the Village Vista
1 5 J U LY

Drive: Grand Canyon to Las Vegas

Toured Yosemite Valley Floor on open tram truck

Visited Hoover Dam (where it was 47C)

Hiked the Valley Trail Loop

Explored Las Vegas Boulevard

S PR IN G DA LE (TR AV E L)

1 6 J U LY

Outlet Shopping through Las Vegas

Z I O N N ATI O N A L PA R K

Explored Zion National Park

Fly: Las Vegas to Denver
(Maddie’s ticket Issues then upgraded to Economy Plus)
1 7 J U LY

BOU LD E R

Visited the Zion Visitor Centre and Museum

Drive: Denver to Boulder

Z I O N N ATI O N A L PA R K

Visited Boulder REI Retail Store

Hiked up to Angels Landing

Visited Over the Edge - Hurricane Bike Shop

Met with Tony and Kat from Timberline Trailcraft, Greg from
City of Boulder Open Spaces and Mountain Parks and Alison
and Brian from City of Boulder Open Spaces and Mountain
Parks

G R A N D C A N YO N N ATI O N A L PA R K

Visited the Specialized Boulder Experience Centre

Drive: Zion to Grand Canyon National Park

Explored Boulder Canyon

Met with Zach from Zion Forever Project
1 3 J U LY

DENVER
IHOP Pancakes for Breakfast

Hiked through The Narrows

1 2 J U LY

L A S V EGA S

YOS E M ITE N ATI O N A L PA R K

Drove 850km from Yosemite to Zion National Park, passing
through California, Nevada, Arizona and Utah
1 1 J U LY

G R A N D C A N YO N N ATI O N A L PA R K

Drive: Lake Tahoe to Yosemite Valley

Met with Adonia from Yosemite Conservancy
9 J U LY

14 J U LY

Visited Horseshoe Bend

1 8 J U LY

Hiked parts of Grand Canyon South Rim

Met with Susy from Leave No Trace, Asa from Boulder
Adventure Lodge and Wendy from Boulder Mountain Bike
Alliance

Experienced a Thunderstorm across Grand Canyon
Watch the Sunset from the South Rim

BOU LD E R

1 9 J U LY

N EW YO R K
Drive: Boulder to Denver
Flight: Denver to NY (flight delayed 8 hours and arrived 1am)
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2 0 J U LY

N EW YO R K

2 4 J U LY

Arrived at 2am to AirBnB with no key and then put luggage
into storage.

Lime scootered to the MLK Monument, Jefferson Monument,
Lincoln Monument

Visited Times Square

Visited the US Forestry Visitor Centre, National Geographic
Museum and Australian Embassy

Bus Tour to Niagara Falls (4am start, 7hrs each way)

Met with Amy, Suzanne and Yvonne from the Rails to Trails
Conservancy

Visited Niagara Falls, including Maid of the Mist Boat Ride
and tour in the Niagara Trolley
2 1 J U LY

2 5 J U LY

N EW YO R K

Explored Central Park and Manhattan
Watched Sunset from Top of the Rock

2 6 J U LY

Drive: Washington DC to Harpers Ferry

N EW YO R K

Enjoyed a Bluestone Lane Iced Coffee

Met with Laurie, Dave, Jordan and Anne from Appalachian
Trail Conservancy along with Trail Ambassadors and
Community Representives

Explored Battery Park and saw Statue of Liberty

Walked part of the Appalachian Trail - across 2 states

Explored Brooklyn

Flight: Washington DC to London (with an upgrade to
Premium Economy and a row to myself!)

Visited the World Trade Centre Memorial

Toured Madison Square Garden
Visited The North Face New York Retail Store

27 J U LY

LO N D O N

Explored The Vessel and walked The Highline

Rode the Underground Tube and visited Big Ben, London
Eye, Tower Bridge and Tower Castle

Went from 40C to pouring with rain!

Finally... Jet Lag hit me!

WA S H IN G TO N DC

2 8 J U LY

Train: New York (Penn St) to Washington DC (Union)
Visited REI Washington DC Retail Store
Visited the White House and Washington Monument
Walked the Mall and visited the Capitol Building
Watched the sunset from Capitol Hill

1 52

TR AV E L (WA S H IN G TO N DC)
Madde left to go back to Australia

Dinner - 2 slices of pizza and coke for $3

2 3 J U LY

WA S H IN G TO N DC
Met with Rita, Bob, George, Stephan, Stephen and Heather
from US National Park Service

Yankees Game v Colorado Rockies

2 2 J U LY

WA S H IN G TO N DC
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LO N D O N
Visited Winston Churchill Statue, Trafalgar Square, Downing
Street, Westminster Abbey, Piccadilly Circus, Oxford Circus,
Kings Cross
Walked the Jubilee and Princess Diana Trails
Took a tour of Lords Cricket Ground
Walked the Kings Cross Canal Path
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2 9 J U LY

4 AUGUS T

LO N DO N

Explored Whinlatter and Grizdale Forests, Windermere Lake,
Aira Force and Ullswater Lake Trail

Met with Andrew from Campaign for National Parks, Paul
from National Parks England, Stephen from The Ramblers
and Fiona from Sustrans
3 0 J U LY

B R I S TO L

Visited Alpkit Keswick Retail Store
5 AUGUS T

Drove: London to Bristol

Drive: Kendal to Edinburgh

Visited the Roman Baths in Bath

Met with Mark, Lucy, Lenka and Laura from Sustrans
Scotland

B R ECO N B E ACO N , WA LE S

Visited Edinburgh Castle and Edinburgh Fringe and explored
City of Edinburgh

Hiked the Bristol to Bath Trail
Drove: Bristol to Brecon Beacons
Hiked Waterfall Country - Sgwd Clun-Gwyn, Sgwd Isaf ClunGwyn, Sgwd y Pannwr and Sgwd-yr-Eira on the River Mellte
1 AU GU S T

6 AUGUS T

B R ECO N B E ACO N , WA LE S
M A N CH E S TE R
Drive: Brecon Beacons to Manchester
Hike up Pen Y Fan 8km, 450m vertical, cloud covered the
summit.
Dinner with my friends, Ric and Charly

3 AU GU S T

Drove: Edinburgh to Glasgow
7 AUGUS T

ZU R I CH H
Flight: Glasgow to Munich to Zurich
Lots of Rest!

8 AUGUS T

LE N Z E R H E ID E
Train/Bus: Zurich to Lenzerheide

L A K E S D I S TR I C T
Drive: Manchester to Kendal (Lakes District)
Met with Chris from University of Cumbria
Explored Lakes District

154

G L A SGOW, SCOTL A N D
Met with Fiona from Forest and Land Scotland, Niall from
Sustrans, Shaun from Bridge8, Mike from Colinton Tunnel
and Bridget from Scottish Natural Trust

Mountain Biked Bikepark Wales
2 AU GU S T

E D IN BU RG H , SCOTL A N D
Met Joe from Cicerone Press

Met with Carl and Penelope from the National Trust
3 1 J U LY

L A K E S D I S TR I C T
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Visited UCI Mountain Bike World Cup site and checked in as
a volunteer.
Misunderstood German, ended up with a $75 3-course meal
and then hours later had food poisoning...
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9 AU GU S T

LE N Z E R H E ID E
Tough morning!
Volunteered at Rider Registration with Kim
Toured Media Operations with Carmen
Spent time with Troy Brosnan and the Canyon Downhill
Factory Team
Watch the Men’s Downhill qualifying
Watched the Women’s and Men’s XCC race

1 0 AU GU S T

LE N Z E R H E ID E
Spent the day on the Downhill Course with Rafael from
Trailworks
Met Jacky from the organising team of the UCI Mountain
Bike World Cup
Walked the track watching the Men’s and Women’s Downhill
finals.

1 1 AUGU S T

LE N Z E R H E ID E
Watched Men’s and Women’s U23 and Elite XCO races

1 2 AUGU S T

ZU R I CH
Bus/Train: Lenzerheide to Zurich
Fly: Zurich to Singapore to Adelaide

1 3 AUGU S T

TR AV E L ( V I A S IN GA PO R E)
Visited the Jewel at Changi Airport

14 AU GU S T

A D E L A ID E
Arrived home and back at work by 8.30am

With Mike and his team at the Colinton Tunnel project

E D IN BURG H , UK , AUGUS T 2 01 9
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N A ME
LO C ATION
POS ITION
PH ON E
E M A IL

SO CIA L
ME D IA
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Ben Trewren
Adelaide, South Australia
Experiential Learning Manager
+61 410 058 299
b.l.trewren@icloud.com

/BENTREWREN

@BENTREWREN
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